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 Thread Author Posts Last Post

1. Baked Zucchini Fries wired_foxterror 6 Jan 17, 2009 10:17
2. mushroom chips marie172 24 Jan 9, 2009 09:15
3. pepperoni chips & microwave cheese slices plmtrznsun 8 Dec 30, 2008 18:26
4. salt sensitive HollyRenee 6 May 30, 2008 12:20
5. Great carb snack DTyler 0 Apr 25, 2008 16:30
6. Hot Spinach Artichoke Dip/Stuffed Mushrooms mamabj 4 Mar 20, 2008 16:35
7. Hummus/Carb Dip mamabj 10 Jan 25, 2008 10:17
8. Apple Chips^ wired_foxterror 0 Dec 13, 2007 06:54
9. Fried chicken skins elaniemay 0 Nov 30, 2007 00:41
10. peanut butter horsegalzmom 16 Jul 17, 2007 11:27
11. *** crispy pepperoni chips/crackers Twiggy88 6 Jul 7, 2007 17:19
12. Ice Cream? pennie2001 1 Jun 20, 2007 22:41
13. pork rinds?? pennie2001 3 Jun 20, 2007 12:23
14. road trip... qwerky79 3 Jun 13, 2007 12:26
15. snacks for my kid lunch ADLG22 44 Jun 8, 2007 11:18
16. Who likes fried dough? MrsBauck 35 Jun 8, 2007 10:36
17. Cinnamon Crispas - Pork Rinds Blue Sky 7 May 17, 2007 16:17
18. Dorito Crunchies Twinkle 14 May 8, 2007 13:12
19. Zucchini Chips Canadiansweetpea 6 May 5, 2007 15:03
20. Pork Rinds For a Snack sugarbelle 1 Apr 20, 2007 10:16
21. RANCH PORKIES rowdyinwi 1 Mar 22, 2007 13:07
22. Pickles L.B. 13 Feb 23, 2007 11:31
23. Wh Wheat Tortilla Garlic Crisps SinginSOMERSong 0 Feb 22, 2007 21:37
24. Tortilla yummies! Slimmin' Sue 0 Feb 19, 2007 13:01
25. quick spinach dip bettynotsuzy 4 Feb 4, 2007 11:42
26. Warm Artichoke Dip mamabj 0 Jan 29, 2007 10:07
27. cinnamon pork rinds a919 17 Jan 3, 2007 20:36
28. Goat Cheese Crackers RS1970 3 Jan 2, 2007 18:01
29. Somersize Veggies Basket61 1 Nov 28, 2006 14:21
30. Directions for Provolone Chips & Taco Shells 1goodfriend 5 Nov 21, 2006 10:41
31. how much ??? csckc 3 Nov 18, 2006 06:59
32. Pumpernickel Pretzels CP9293 1 Nov 10, 2006 07:31
33. Whole Wheat Fat Free Pretzels mamabj 5 Nov 9, 2006 14:19
34. Deep Dish Pizza Peca27 5 Nov 1, 2006 17:34
35. CHIPS MADE FROM RADISHES Dsgrimmy 12 Oct 21, 2006 10:04
36. Dried Beef and Cream Cheese Ball twylite 4 Sep 16, 2006 02:06
37. Zucchini/Crookneck Chips IWedRich 0 Sep 15, 2006 11:15
38. Where are the caramel pork rinds??? erjen_lower 5 Sep 6, 2006 16:33
39. easy parmesan chips Grace Barse 4 Aug 27, 2006 19:32
40. pork rinds thinkpositive 5 Aug 26, 2006 07:30
41. Crunchy Apple Chips DebB 22 Jul 1, 2006 20:26
42. Frying Cheese rockswife 5 Jun 26, 2006 14:47
43. Baked Flax Chips 0g carbs pro/fat mamabj 11 Jun 21, 2006 12:54
44. cheddar crackers db1944 13 Jun 21, 2006 05:23
45. Dilled Cheese Squares mamabj 4 Jun 16, 2006 20:10
46. Nadine's Savory Italian Style Pork Rinds mamabj 2 Jun 16, 2006 20:08
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47. my simple childhood favorite manda318 13 Jun 16, 2006 11:21
48. Super Nachos beebee1 8 Jun 15, 2006 11:48
49. Pepperoni Cups mizztucker 11 Jun 5, 2006 13:52
50. Chocolate Shredded Wheat Crunchies JKK 5 May 21, 2006 18:25
51. soft pretzels! toto2 2 Apr 9, 2006 14:32
52. Suzanne's Appetizer Book 1goodfriend 1 Apr 3, 2006 20:48
53. Faux Cinnamon & Sugar Crunchy Munchies? ThinnerGranny 9 Mar 27, 2006 20:57
54. Snacks that don't need a fridge and can travel mommystamps 4 Mar 23, 2006 17:16
55. Corn Chips (carb-level one) mjlibbey 7 Mar 23, 2006 17:07
56. Seasonings for roasted chickpeas? caminlaca 8 Mar 13, 2006 13:36
57. I would love any snack ideas Smilford 9 Mar 3, 2006 06:43
58. Jicama Chips? mocha125 4 Feb 7, 2006 13:24
59. Smoked Gouda Cheese julsiefritz 1 Jan 25, 2006 14:13
60. Corned Beef Cheese Spread beebee1 3 Oct 12, 2005 08:58
61. Veggie Chips AmyFarkle 7 Sep 10, 2005 16:55
62. snacks at work? Nutmeg 11 Jul 25, 2005 15:54
63. Shredded Wheat Sweeties~~But Not Too SinginSOMERSong 5 Jul 23, 2005 15:33
64. Cheese chips with DIP!! =) KatyJ 5 Jul 23, 2005 14:33
65. Need Help curvalicious 4 Jul 19, 2005 20:25
66. the cheeze-it snack staple karma 28 Jul 16, 2005 16:01
67. home made triscuits? mschumacher 6 Jun 16, 2005 22:29
68. Quick and Delicious snack phoffer 8 Jun 16, 2005 15:04
69. Mozzerella Sticks darlajd 7 May 27, 2005 08:34
70. *** crispy cheese chips/crackers Twiggy88 14 May 25, 2005 05:48
71. Cheese Crackers? shortcutie02 0 May 24, 2005 22:29
72. "BUCKEYE CANDY" RECIPE CHRISLIE JL 3 Apr 27, 2005 12:24
73. Pizza Crackers RS1970 3 Apr 26, 2005 12:19
74. cauliflower popcorn pregnantmama 6 Apr 13, 2005 06:03
75. Provolone Chips JaneAngel 18 Apr 4, 2005 15:27
76. protein bar recipes? Nutmeg 1 Mar 25, 2005 19:16
77. Vegetable Chips phoffer 5 Mar 20, 2005 15:36
78. *** Krispy Kale Chips Twiggy88 9 Feb 8, 2005 14:11
79. Apple Chips Spacebizkit 1 Feb 1, 2005 07:41
80. Mocha Ricotta Creme Grace Barse 5 Dec 8, 2004 13:45
81. Cheese snack dressed up Neatnik 1 Nov 13, 2004 17:52
82. carbos snack>>chickpeas! Rolorocks 5 Nov 11, 2004 11:48
83. Salami Crisps ljldragon 3 Sep 21, 2004 07:50
84. *** Cinnamon Baked Apple Twiggy88 8 Sep 15, 2004 08:00
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wired_foxterror Posted - 6 January 2009 18:6      

Snack alert! Snack alert!

Baked Zucchini Fries (Level 1 carbo)

1/2 cup whole wheat panko bread crumbs
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 medium zucchini
1/2 cup plain fat free yogurt

Preheat oven to 425. Line a baking sheet with parchment paper.

Slice the zucchini into 3" by 1/2" sticks.

Put the yogurt into a wide mouth bowl. Spread the panko crumbs out
on a plate. Dipt the sticks, one at a time, into the yogurt to coat, then
press into the panko crumbs.

Place on parchment covered baking sheet in a single layer. Bake for
15 minutes until golden brown and tender. Eat straight up or serve
with oil free fat free spaghetti sauce to dip in.

Enjoy!

Foxye
Somersizing since 01/03
230/165/165

Visit my blog at www.wiredfoxterror.blogspot.com

Join us in the Yahoo Somersizing Group!
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Somersizing

A smile is a curve that sets everything straight.
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wired_foxterror Posted - 6 January 2009 18:6      

Snack alert! Snack alert!

Baked Zucchini Fries (Level 1 carbo)

1/2 cup whole wheat panko bread crumbs
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 medium zucchini
1/2 cup plain fat free yogurt

Preheat oven to 425. Line a baking sheet with parchment paper.

Slice the zucchini into 3" by 1/2" sticks.

Put the yogurt into a wide mouth bowl. Spread the panko crumbs out
on a plate. Dipt the sticks, one at a time, into the yogurt to coat, then
press into the panko crumbs.

Place on parchment covered baking sheet in a single layer. Bake for
15 minutes until golden brown and tender. Eat straight up or serve
with oil free fat free spaghetti sauce to dip in.

Enjoy!

Foxye
Somersizing since 01/03
230/165/165

Visit my blog at www.wiredfoxterror.blogspot.com

Join us in the Yahoo Somersizing Group!
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Somersizing

A smile is a curve that sets everything straight.
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marie172 Posted - 15 August 2005 9:22      

Mushroom Chips

Slice mushrooms (I have used fresh button and canned whole) thin; saute in
butter until crispy. You may need to let them cool and fry again to get them
as crispy as you want them. Sprinkle some salt if you need it. For me, the
butter is salty enough.

This is a nice change from the cheese crackers. I haven't tried sprinkling
other flavorings, like taco or garlic, but it is definitely an idea. This would be
a nice snack to take to the movies.
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marie172 Posted - 15 August 2005 9:22      

Mushroom Chips

Slice mushrooms (I have used fresh button and canned whole) thin; saute in
butter until crispy. You may need to let them cool and fry again to get them
as crispy as you want them. Sprinkle some salt if you need it. For me, the
butter is salty enough.

This is a nice change from the cheese crackers. I haven't tried sprinkling
other flavorings, like taco or garlic, but it is definitely an idea. This would be
a nice snack to take to the movies.
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plmtrznsun Posted - 15 April 2007 14:54      

Some time ago I got the directions for both the pepperoni chips &
microwaving the cheese slices with parmesan cheese. I can't find the time
required. Seems like it was 1 minute for one of them, but I don't know
which one. Can anyone help? Thanks.
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Some time ago I got the directions for both the pepperoni chips &
microwaving the cheese slices with parmesan cheese. I can't find the time
required. Seems like it was 1 minute for one of them, but I don't know
which one. Can anyone help? Thanks.
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HollyRenee Posted - 28 May 2008 12:26      

Hi, I need a little advice I used to sommersize and wow I feel like an
expert but my problem was what to eat protein wise that does'nt have a
lot of salt in it, this is more for snacks. I am very salt sensitive, anyone
else have this problem.
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HollyRenee Posted - 28 May 2008 12:26      

Hi, I need a little advice I used to sommersize and wow I feel like an
expert but my problem was what to eat protein wise that does'nt have a
lot of salt in it, this is more for snacks. I am very salt sensitive, anyone
else have this problem.
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DTyler Posted - 25 April 2008 16:30      

Freeze a pkg of fat free whole wheat totillas. 
Combine a pkg of fat free cream cheese (at room temp)
tsp of worcheshire sauce
1/2 tsp of accent
dash of chili powder
3 chopped green onions (incl. green part)
Cover and chill.

When you want a snack, preheat a nonstick skillet over high heat. Place one
tortilla on it and lightly toast to desired crispness on both sides.
You can break into cracker size pieces and dip in the spread or spread the
onion dip on the whole tortilla like a pizza. 
I like this even for breakfast.
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DTyler Posted - 25 April 2008 16:30      

Freeze a pkg of fat free whole wheat totillas. 
Combine a pkg of fat free cream cheese (at room temp)
tsp of worcheshire sauce
1/2 tsp of accent
dash of chili powder
3 chopped green onions (incl. green part)
Cover and chill.

When you want a snack, preheat a nonstick skillet over high heat. Place one
tortilla on it and lightly toast to desired crispness on both sides.
You can break into cracker size pieces and dip in the spread or spread the
onion dip on the whole tortilla like a pizza. 
I like this even for breakfast.
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mamabj Posted - 29 January 2007 10:16      

This one has spinach (yum).

Hot Spinach Artichoke Dip

2 small (4oz) jars of marinated artichoke hearts-drained, rinsed and chopped
1 (10 oz) pkg frozen spinach-drained well with water pressed out
1/2 cup mayonnaise
1/2 cup sour cream
1 cup Parmesan cheese (or 1/2 c Parmesan and 1/2 cup mozzarella)
pinch of garlic powder

Mix together and bake at 325 for 30 minutes. Serve warm on (crackers) legal
dipping things (celery, cheese chips, jicama, etc.) Or stuff into mushroom
caps top with Parmesan and bake until mushrooms are tender, serve warm.

mamabj

Edited by - mamabj on 2/4/2007 11:20:05 AM
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mamabj Posted - 29 January 2007 10:16      

This one has spinach (yum).

Hot Spinach Artichoke Dip

2 small (4oz) jars of marinated artichoke hearts-drained, rinsed and chopped
1 (10 oz) pkg frozen spinach-drained well with water pressed out
1/2 cup mayonnaise
1/2 cup sour cream
1 cup Parmesan cheese (or 1/2 c Parmesan and 1/2 cup mozzarella)
pinch of garlic powder

Mix together and bake at 325 for 30 minutes. Serve warm on (crackers) legal
dipping things (celery, cheese chips, jicama, etc.) Or stuff into mushroom
caps top with Parmesan and bake until mushrooms are tender, serve warm.

mamabj

Edited by - mamabj on 2/4/2007 11:20:05 AM
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Here is a ff carb dip for the big game. Can be served w/ww pita or
wwff/tortilla.

Humus (Chick Peas)

2 cups canned chick peas, drained or the same amount fresh cooked
2/3 cups tahini (omit for level one)
3/4 cup lemon juice
2 cloves mashed garlic
1 t salt
1/4 t cumin
parsley for garnish

Place chick peas, tahina, lemon juice, garlic, salt and cumin in food processor.
Mix until smooth. Refrigerate.

Just before serving sprinkle chopped parsley on top.
Here is the info from the FAQ's so you can make your own decision.
ARE SESAME SEEDS ALLOWED? Sesame seeds have carbohydrate and fat, so
technically they are a Funky Food. They only create a slight imbalance. If you
are doing well on Level One, you probably will not have a problem if you
decide to include a few with your Pro/Fat & Veggie meals, or with your Carbo
meals. Tahini is a puree of sesame seeds and should be treated similarly.

Edited by - mamabj on 2/3/2007 10:13:01 AM
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mamabj Posted - 29 January 2007 10:11      

Here is a ff carb dip for the big game. Can be served w/ww pita or
wwff/tortilla.

Humus (Chick Peas)

2 cups canned chick peas, drained or the same amount fresh cooked
2/3 cups tahini (omit for level one)
3/4 cup lemon juice
2 cloves mashed garlic
1 t salt
1/4 t cumin
parsley for garnish

Place chick peas, tahina, lemon juice, garlic, salt and cumin in food processor.
Mix until smooth. Refrigerate.

Just before serving sprinkle chopped parsley on top.
Here is the info from the FAQ's so you can make your own decision.
ARE SESAME SEEDS ALLOWED? Sesame seeds have carbohydrate and fat, so
technically they are a Funky Food. They only create a slight imbalance. If you
are doing well on Level One, you probably will not have a problem if you
decide to include a few with your Pro/Fat & Veggie meals, or with your Carbo
meals. Tahini is a puree of sesame seeds and should be treated similarly.

Edited by - mamabj on 2/3/2007 10:13:01 AM
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wired_foxterror Posted - 13 December 2007 6:54      

APPLE CHIPS

3 cups water
1 cup sugar substitute (I use W L)
1 vanilla bean, split
Very thinly sliced unpeeled sweet-tart cooking apples

Bring water and sugar to a simmer and add the scraped out seeds of
the vanilla bean. Add apples to syrup and cook until translucent, a few
minutes.

Preheat oven to 200 degrees. Drain and carefully place apples
individually in rows on a baking pan lined with nonstick baking mat or
cooking parchment. Dry in oven until chewy-crisp for about an hour.

Foxye
Somersizing since 01/03
230/165/165

Visit my blog at www.wiredfoxterror.blogspot.com

A smile is a curve that sets everything straight.
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wired_foxterror Posted - 13 December 2007 6:54      

APPLE CHIPS

3 cups water
1 cup sugar substitute (I use W L)
1 vanilla bean, split
Very thinly sliced unpeeled sweet-tart cooking apples

Bring water and sugar to a simmer and add the scraped out seeds of
the vanilla bean. Add apples to syrup and cook until translucent, a few
minutes.

Preheat oven to 200 degrees. Drain and carefully place apples
individually in rows on a baking pan lined with nonstick baking mat or
cooking parchment. Dry in oven until chewy-crisp for about an hour.

Foxye
Somersizing since 01/03
230/165/165

Visit my blog at www.wiredfoxterror.blogspot.com

A smile is a curve that sets everything straight.
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elaniemay Posted - 30 November 2007 0:41      

I haven't tried this yet but it sounds good. I got it from lowcarbfriends.com.
Ingredients: 
4 small cloves garlic
1 cup red wine vinegar
1/2 tsp black pepper 
Skins from 4 chickens.—(Sometimes the soft skins may be removed from
chicken that is already cooked.)
Olive oil
Salt to taste

How To Prepare: In the blender, combine the garlic, vinegar and pepper
and process on low until the garlic is pureed. Transfer to a baggie that can
be sealed. Cut the skin from the chickens in one inch wide strips using a
sharp knife, and then cut these strips into 2 inch slabs. Add the skins to
the mixture in the baggie. Stir periodically to coat and marinate. Chill for at
least 8 hours or overnight
Remove the skins from the marinade and pat dry with a paper towel.
In a large skillet or wok, pour olive oil to the depth of about 1/4 inch and
heat over medium-high heat until hot. In batches, cook the skins for about
5 minutes, until crispy. Drain on paper towels. Sprinkle with salt and serve
warm.

Note: The skin from any other fowl could be substituted.
Number of Servings: 4
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I haven't tried this yet but it sounds good. I got it from lowcarbfriends.com.
Ingredients: 
4 small cloves garlic
1 cup red wine vinegar
1/2 tsp black pepper 
Skins from 4 chickens.—(Sometimes the soft skins may be removed from
chicken that is already cooked.)
Olive oil
Salt to taste

How To Prepare: In the blender, combine the garlic, vinegar and pepper
and process on low until the garlic is pureed. Transfer to a baggie that can
be sealed. Cut the skin from the chickens in one inch wide strips using a
sharp knife, and then cut these strips into 2 inch slabs. Add the skins to
the mixture in the baggie. Stir periodically to coat and marinate. Chill for at
least 8 hours or overnight
Remove the skins from the marinade and pat dry with a paper towel.
In a large skillet or wok, pour olive oil to the depth of about 1/4 inch and
heat over medium-high heat until hot. In batches, cook the skins for about
5 minutes, until crispy. Drain on paper towels. Sprinkle with salt and serve
warm.

Note: The skin from any other fowl could be substituted.
Number of Servings: 4
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horsegalzmom Posted - 19 April 2007 11:55      

does anyone what peanut butter is allowed on level one if at all!
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does anyone what peanut butter is allowed on level one if at all!
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Twiggy88 Posted - 17 September 2003 7:16      

Crispy Pepperoni chips/crackers

Take slices of deli pepperoni (the small amount of dextrose in the pepperoni
should not affect your weight loss).
Place plate and microwave on high until crispy. Keep an eye on it as it does
not take long to get crispy.

***twiggy88

Edited by - twiggy88 on 10/27/2003 10:10:13 AM

Edited by - twiggy88 on 11/29/2006 3:51:02 PM
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Crispy Pepperoni chips/crackers

Take slices of deli pepperoni (the small amount of dextrose in the pepperoni
should not affect your weight loss).
Place plate and microwave on high until crispy. Keep an eye on it as it does
not take long to get crispy.

***twiggy88

Edited by - twiggy88 on 10/27/2003 10:10:13 AM

Edited by - twiggy88 on 11/29/2006 3:51:02 PM
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pennie2001 Posted - 20 June 2007 20:2      

I've been looking for a brand of sugar free, full fat ice cream...but I've not
been able to find it here in Dallas. Any suggestions?
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I've been looking for a brand of sugar free, full fat ice cream...but I've not
been able to find it here in Dallas. Any suggestions?
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pennie2001 Posted - 19 June 2007 15:18      

I'm new to somersizing.....can any flavor of pork rinds be eatin on Level 1
or are plain ones the only kind allowed?
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pennie2001 Posted - 19 June 2007 15:18      

I'm new to somersizing.....can any flavor of pork rinds be eatin on Level 1
or are plain ones the only kind allowed?
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qwerky79 Posted - 26 May 2004 7:57      

My boyfriend and I are going on a 6 hour road trip and I was wondering if
anyone has any suggestions of SS snacks I can make that keep in the car
well?
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My boyfriend and I are going on a 6 hour road trip and I was wondering if
anyone has any suggestions of SS snacks I can make that keep in the car
well?
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ADLG22 Posted - 7 October 2003 20:55      

i know this subject was touched upon a while ago. could anyone help me with
snacks for my kid? my 16 year old has asked me to help her lose weight. it
has been hard giving her snacks for school. any ideas other than the one
posted? she is too picky!!!
thanks, dora
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ADLG22 Posted - 7 October 2003 20:55      

i know this subject was touched upon a while ago. could anyone help me with
snacks for my kid? my 16 year old has asked me to help her lose weight. it
has been hard giving her snacks for school. any ideas other than the one
posted? she is too picky!!!
thanks, dora
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MrsBauck Posted - 11 February 2004 12:20      

I hadn't heard of provolone chips before this morning (although I am
familiar with cheese crackers).

So this afternoon I experimented. With just 3 slices of provolone left in the
fridge, I made the first one plain and added Pampered Chef Italian
Seasoning to the second (before nuking). The seasoned one was really
good!

So I got really creative and sprinkled cinnamon on the 3rd. When it was
done, I sprinkled some Splenda on top. YUMM!! I can imagine having those
with some decaf tea in the afternoons!

The only way to get 100% pure meat protein is to get it from Mother
Nature. Hunt!!
127/123/115
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MrsBauck Posted - 11 February 2004 12:20      

I hadn't heard of provolone chips before this morning (although I am
familiar with cheese crackers).

So this afternoon I experimented. With just 3 slices of provolone left in the
fridge, I made the first one plain and added Pampered Chef Italian
Seasoning to the second (before nuking). The seasoned one was really
good!

So I got really creative and sprinkled cinnamon on the 3rd. When it was
done, I sprinkled some Splenda on top. YUMM!! I can imagine having those
with some decaf tea in the afternoons!

The only way to get 100% pure meat protein is to get it from Mother
Nature. Hunt!!
127/123/115
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Blue
Sky

Posted - 10 November 2003 19:17      

Cinnamon Crispas

Ingredients: 
1 bag (3-4 oz.) plain pork rinds 
15 pkgs Splenda (equal to about 2/3 c sugar)
4 tablespoons unsalted butter 
1 tablespoon cinnamon 
Drizzle melted butter over the rinds or put in a plastic bag and shake 
well to coat. Mix Splenda and cinnamon in a paper bag, then drop pork rinds 
into bag and shake, shake, shake!

If they become soft or soggy later, put them in a warm oven and let them
crisp
up again.

***Note, not my original recipe - copied from previous posting. It was being
requested again in another thread so I'm re-posting.
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Blue
Sky

Posted - 10 November 2003 19:17      

Cinnamon Crispas

Ingredients: 
1 bag (3-4 oz.) plain pork rinds 
15 pkgs Splenda (equal to about 2/3 c sugar)
4 tablespoons unsalted butter 
1 tablespoon cinnamon 
Drizzle melted butter over the rinds or put in a plastic bag and shake 
well to coat. Mix Splenda and cinnamon in a paper bag, then drop pork rinds 
into bag and shake, shake, shake!

If they become soft or soggy later, put them in a warm oven and let them
crisp
up again.

***Note, not my original recipe - copied from previous posting. It was being
requested again in another thread so I'm re-posting.
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Twinkle Posted - 3 November 2003 12:46      

If your looking for a great sub for doritos, this is it. It is from the old boards. 
Original poster~ Ruth

Layer your favorite cheese, "not white American, it burns" in large nonstick
frying pan. Stir over med. heat like scrambled eggs till completely melted.
Allow to brown lightly on one side then flip like pancake to lightly brown other
side.

After flipping you can sprinkle either small amount of taco or chili packet onto
cheese and flip a second time for just a few seconds to cook flavor into
cheese crunchies. Remove from pan to several layers of paper towels, "not
Viva they stick."

Allow to cool completely. Cut into strips, squares, or for us Dorito junkies
triangles.

They are best served within 24hrs after cooking, but seem to keep well for
days unrefrigerated. They are fantastic for those late evening munchies. They
are my new addiction and Doritos would be hard pressed to say they are
cheesier. I highly recommend using extra sharp white cheddar! They are the
best! 
:):):):)

Twinkle, Twinkle little star how I wonder what you are...
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Twinkle Posted - 3 November 2003 12:46      

If your looking for a great sub for doritos, this is it. It is from the old boards. 
Original poster~ Ruth

Layer your favorite cheese, "not white American, it burns" in large nonstick
frying pan. Stir over med. heat like scrambled eggs till completely melted.
Allow to brown lightly on one side then flip like pancake to lightly brown other
side.

After flipping you can sprinkle either small amount of taco or chili packet onto
cheese and flip a second time for just a few seconds to cook flavor into
cheese crunchies. Remove from pan to several layers of paper towels, "not
Viva they stick."

Allow to cool completely. Cut into strips, squares, or for us Dorito junkies
triangles.

They are best served within 24hrs after cooking, but seem to keep well for
days unrefrigerated. They are fantastic for those late evening munchies. They
are my new addiction and Doritos would be hard pressed to say they are
cheesier. I highly recommend using extra sharp white cheddar! They are the
best! 
:):):):)

Twinkle, Twinkle little star how I wonder what you are...
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Canadiansweetpea Posted - 22 August 2005 20:15      

If any of you own a food dehyfrator try drying zucchini slices. You
don't need to salt them or add spices at all. As they dry they get
salty and you can leave them in the food dryer until they get crisp.
And they're legal

I never met a chocolate I didn't like.
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If any of you own a food dehyfrator try drying zucchini slices. You
don't need to salt them or add spices at all. As they dry they get
salty and you can leave them in the food dryer until they get crisp.
And they're legal

I never met a chocolate I didn't like.
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sugarbelle Posted - 20 April 2007 9:6      

Ok, I know they're not the classiest snack, but they are Legal L1!!
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Ok, I know they're not the classiest snack, but they are Legal L1!!
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rowdyinwi Posted - 22 March 2007 12:29      

Same concept as the Cinnamon Crispas

1 bag pork rinds(plain)
1 stick butter
1 pkg Ranch DIP mix
Preheat oven to 300
Melt butter, let cool slightly.
Mix pork rinds in butter to completely coat,
Put 1/2 of mix into a paper bag, pour in buttered rinds, pour 2nd 1/2 of mix
in and SHAKE, SHAKE, SHAKE... SHAKE YOUR PORKIES, SHAKE YOUR
PORKIES. Sung to Shake your Booty
Ahem, now...
Spread porkies on foil-lined cookie sheet and bake 10-15 mins, until
crunchy again.
Store in a freezer bag.
Yummy with dips, sour crm or just alone. Use inplace of bread crumbs!
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Same concept as the Cinnamon Crispas

1 bag pork rinds(plain)
1 stick butter
1 pkg Ranch DIP mix
Preheat oven to 300
Melt butter, let cool slightly.
Mix pork rinds in butter to completely coat,
Put 1/2 of mix into a paper bag, pour in buttered rinds, pour 2nd 1/2 of mix
in and SHAKE, SHAKE, SHAKE... SHAKE YOUR PORKIES, SHAKE YOUR
PORKIES. Sung to Shake your Booty
Ahem, now...
Spread porkies on foil-lined cookie sheet and bake 10-15 mins, until
crunchy again.
Store in a freezer bag.
Yummy with dips, sour crm or just alone. Use inplace of bread crumbs!
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L.B. Posted - 24 January 2007 18:37      

Does anyone know of a way to make 'pickles'? I have always really enjoyed
munching on the sweet pickles, but they are loaded with sugar, so have not
had them in a while, but am finding that I'm craving them...
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Does anyone know of a way to make 'pickles'? I have always really enjoyed
munching on the sweet pickles, but they are loaded with sugar, so have not
had them in a while, but am finding that I'm craving them...
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SinginSOMERSong Posted - 22 February 2007 21:37      

I used these to go with brown rice this week:

U-Need~~~
whole wheat fat free tortillas
fresh garlic
sprinkle of salt
2-3 Tbs water
pastry brush
kitchen shears
wide blade knife
pizza stone (or other pan)
oven preheated to 400 degrees

What To Do:
Stack tortillas and cut in half, then cut the halves into 3 wedge
sections. Crush garlic clove on a cutting board with the side of a
wide blade knife and sprinkle lightly with salt... continue smashing
garlicwith salt. (the salt helps pick up the oil from the garlic). Scoop
the garlic/salt into a teesy bowl with the water. Use pastry brush to
paint one side of each tortilla wedge. Place wet side up on baking
stone or pan. Bake 6 to 8 mins or until crisp. Watch these so they
don't burn! Serve as snacks or with acarb meal such as a vegie
brown rice or vegie soup, or carb chili. The result is a lightly
flavored crisp chip. ~~~ Singin'
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SinginSOMERSong Posted - 22 February 2007 21:37      

I used these to go with brown rice this week:

U-Need~~~
whole wheat fat free tortillas
fresh garlic
sprinkle of salt
2-3 Tbs water
pastry brush
kitchen shears
wide blade knife
pizza stone (or other pan)
oven preheated to 400 degrees

What To Do:
Stack tortillas and cut in half, then cut the halves into 3 wedge
sections. Crush garlic clove on a cutting board with the side of a
wide blade knife and sprinkle lightly with salt... continue smashing
garlicwith salt. (the salt helps pick up the oil from the garlic). Scoop
the garlic/salt into a teesy bowl with the water. Use pastry brush to
paint one side of each tortilla wedge. Place wet side up on baking
stone or pan. Bake 6 to 8 mins or until crisp. Watch these so they
don't burn! Serve as snacks or with acarb meal such as a vegie
brown rice or vegie soup, or carb chili. The result is a lightly
flavored crisp chip. ~~~ Singin'
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Slimmin'
Sue

Posted - 19 February 2007 13:1      

Okay..I read this in a magazine last night so had to try it today. It would be
a carbo, level one, I think. The magazine article said to sprinkle the tortilla
with fake sugar and cinnamon and put it under the broiler for a few seconds,
or in the oven to toast it till crispy. I tried the broiler and also sprayed on
some of that becel topping and cooking spray which has 0 calories, 0 fat, 0
carbs, 0 protein. It does say it MAY have traces of milk products, but I figure
it's worth the risk. 
Anyways, after you adjust to the 'sugar' taste, they aren't bad.

Sometimes being a loser is a good thing!!
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Slimmin'
Sue

Posted - 19 February 2007 13:1      

Okay..I read this in a magazine last night so had to try it today. It would be
a carbo, level one, I think. The magazine article said to sprinkle the tortilla
with fake sugar and cinnamon and put it under the broiler for a few seconds,
or in the oven to toast it till crispy. I tried the broiler and also sprayed on
some of that becel topping and cooking spray which has 0 calories, 0 fat, 0
carbs, 0 protein. It does say it MAY have traces of milk products, but I figure
it's worth the risk. 
Anyways, after you adjust to the 'sugar' taste, they aren't bad.

Sometimes being a loser is a good thing!!
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bettynotsuzy Posted - 2 October 2003 16:27      

my favorite dip to eat with pork rinds or pepperoni chips is spinach dip. i
make it in the mocrowave with frozen spinach, cream cheese and onion
and maybe a little adobo seasoning. yummmmm.........

"cleaning your house while your kids are still growing is like shovelling
the walk before it stops snowing." phylis diller
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bettynotsuzy Posted - 2 October 2003 16:27      

my favorite dip to eat with pork rinds or pepperoni chips is spinach dip. i
make it in the mocrowave with frozen spinach, cream cheese and onion
and maybe a little adobo seasoning. yummmmm.........

"cleaning your house while your kids are still growing is like shovelling
the walk before it stops snowing." phylis diller
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mamabj Posted - 29 January 2007 10:7      

Here is a possibility for the big game.

Warm Artichoke Dip

14 ounce can artichoke hearts
1 cup Parmesan cheese
1/2 cup mayonnaise
1/2 cup sour cream
8 ounces cream cheese
garlic salt; to taste
dill weed; to taste
paprika

Drain and chop artichoke hearts finely and set aside. Mix remaining
ingredients until smooth and creamy. Add artichoke hearts and mix well.
Place in long shallow dish that has been greased or sprayed with non-stick
spray. Sprinkle with paprika. Bake at 375 F. for approximately 20-25
minutes, or until bubbly and brown. Serve with cheese chips or celery or
other legal items.
Keep warm while serving. Of course for those not SSng regular Ritz or Wheat
Thins can be used, whatever they like.

mamabj
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mamabj Posted - 29 January 2007 10:7      

Here is a possibility for the big game.

Warm Artichoke Dip

14 ounce can artichoke hearts
1 cup Parmesan cheese
1/2 cup mayonnaise
1/2 cup sour cream
8 ounces cream cheese
garlic salt; to taste
dill weed; to taste
paprika

Drain and chop artichoke hearts finely and set aside. Mix remaining
ingredients until smooth and creamy. Add artichoke hearts and mix well.
Place in long shallow dish that has been greased or sprayed with non-stick
spray. Sprinkle with paprika. Bake at 375 F. for approximately 20-25
minutes, or until bubbly and brown. Serve with cheese chips or celery or
other legal items.
Keep warm while serving. Of course for those not SSng regular Ritz or Wheat
Thins can be used, whatever they like.

mamabj
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a919 Posted - 18 March 2004 7:29      

I have heard there is a snack recipe for cinnamon pork rinds. Can anyone tell
me how to fix these?
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a919 Posted - 18 March 2004 7:29      

I have heard there is a snack recipe for cinnamon pork rinds. Can anyone tell
me how to fix these?
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RS1970 Posted - 22 December 2006 21:8      

Today I thought I'd try goat cheese as a cracker.

As you know goat cheese has an extremely strong smell and is pretty sharp in
taste so I wasn't sure how it would taste as a cracker but to my surprise I
loved it. It is a fairly soft cheese so when I laid it on the plate it spread out
evenly, bubbled up and turned to a wonderful golden crisp. I microwaved it
for about 80 seconds..my microwave is old though and takes longer to cook
then others. Surprisingly it lost that sharp strong taste after I microwaved it
and has just the right taste for a cracker 
(not too sharp and not too bland)

I cant wait to try tuna fish or spinach dip on these!

Rita
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RS1970 Posted - 22 December 2006 21:8      

Today I thought I'd try goat cheese as a cracker.

As you know goat cheese has an extremely strong smell and is pretty sharp in
taste so I wasn't sure how it would taste as a cracker but to my surprise I
loved it. It is a fairly soft cheese so when I laid it on the plate it spread out
evenly, bubbled up and turned to a wonderful golden crisp. I microwaved it
for about 80 seconds..my microwave is old though and takes longer to cook
then others. Surprisingly it lost that sharp strong taste after I microwaved it
and has just the right taste for a cracker 
(not too sharp and not too bland)

I cant wait to try tuna fish or spinach dip on these!

Rita
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Basket61 Posted - 28 November 2006 14:20      

I ordered these and there are lots of bags in an order, but they are not my
cup of tea. I'd love to swap for another product or work out a trade. Anyone
interested?

Basket61
terilb61@insightbb.com
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I ordered these and there are lots of bags in an order, but they are not my
cup of tea. I'd love to swap for another product or work out a trade. Anyone
interested?

Basket61
terilb61@insightbb.com
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1goodfriend Posted - 30 April 2005 22:2      

I take a rectangular GLASS pan, spray it with PAM, then lay about 4-5
ROUND pieces (not cut up, as in the other recipe), place a piece of waxed
paper over it to prevent any stuff from forming on the top of your
microwave....

THen..nuke it for about 4-5 minutes until it looks golden brown and
lacy.....take out, turn out onto a cutting board...let slightly cool, then
break apart for "chips".

This is a great way to make a BUNCH of chips all at once with little to NO
effort.

For the taco shells.....just spray a glass plate with Pam, lay the ONE slice
of provolone and nuke for about 2 minutes till golden brown and
lacy....then IMMEDIATELY remove and form into a taco shell shape!

SO EASY!!!

Enjoy!

~Peggy
Started Ssing 09/01
158/135/130

"I can do everything through Him who gives me strength" 
Philippians 4:13
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1goodfriend Posted - 30 April 2005 22:2      

I take a rectangular GLASS pan, spray it with PAM, then lay about 4-5
ROUND pieces (not cut up, as in the other recipe), place a piece of waxed
paper over it to prevent any stuff from forming on the top of your
microwave....

THen..nuke it for about 4-5 minutes until it looks golden brown and
lacy.....take out, turn out onto a cutting board...let slightly cool, then
break apart for "chips".

This is a great way to make a BUNCH of chips all at once with little to NO
effort.

For the taco shells.....just spray a glass plate with Pam, lay the ONE slice
of provolone and nuke for about 2 minutes till golden brown and
lacy....then IMMEDIATELY remove and form into a taco shell shape!

SO EASY!!!

Enjoy!

~Peggy
Started Ssing 09/01
158/135/130

"I can do everything through Him who gives me strength" 
Philippians 4:13
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csckc Posted - 17 November 2006 7:36      

how much is too much snacking during the day
i fell like i am really hungry (this is my first week back on track in about a
year)
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how much is too much snacking during the day
i fell like i am really hungry (this is my first week back on track in about a
year)
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CP9293 Posted - 10 November 2006 6:20      

I thought pumpernickel was allowed, however these pretzels have wheat flour
and rye flour in the first two ingredients. If it is only wheat flour, that would
make it not legal, right? Is it just this one that isn't good pumpernickel?

Thanks, Claudia :)

started 5/15/06 245/210.5/155

6 Month Goal (40 lbs)- 205.0
Christmas Goal - 200.0
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CP9293 Posted - 10 November 2006 6:20      

I thought pumpernickel was allowed, however these pretzels have wheat flour
and rye flour in the first two ingredients. If it is only wheat flour, that would
make it not legal, right? Is it just this one that isn't good pumpernickel?

Thanks, Claudia :)

started 5/15/06 245/210.5/155

6 Month Goal (40 lbs)- 205.0
Christmas Goal - 200.0
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mamabj Posted - 13 July 2006 10:42      

I finally found some good whole wheat pretzels. Here is the web link:

http://www.unclehenry.com/store/dept.asp?
dept%5Fid=7&mscssid=VPTR8TDJGKNC9HAWL68K2S3UDVAQ4KD6

Hope you enjoy1

mamabj
250/189
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mamabj Posted - 13 July 2006 10:42      

I finally found some good whole wheat pretzels. Here is the web link:

http://www.unclehenry.com/store/dept.asp?
dept%5Fid=7&mscssid=VPTR8TDJGKNC9HAWL68K2S3UDVAQ4KD6

Hope you enjoy1

mamabj
250/189
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Peca27 Posted - 15 May 2006 16:10      

Ingredients: 
4-oz cream cheese 
3 eggs 
1/3 cup cream 
1/4 cup grated parmesan cheese (canned will work)
1/2 tsp. oregano 
1/4 tsp. garlic powder 
2 cups mixed italian cheese 
1/4 cup pizza sauce without sugar
1 cup of mozzarella cheese 
Desired pizza toppings, pepporoni, mushrooms etc..
Cooking Instructions: 
Preheat oven to 375 Beat together cream cheese and eggs til smooth. Add
cream, parm cheese,and spices and mix again. Spray oblong casserole dish
with PAM. Sprinkle 2 cups italian cheeses into dish and pour egg mixture over
it. Bake at 375 for about 20 minutes. Let stand for 5 minutes. Spread on
pizza sauce, sprinkle 1 cup of mozarella cheese and pile with your favorite
toppings. Then sprinkle with more parm cheese. Return to oven and bake til
bubbly and browning. Allow to stand 10 minutes before cutting.

The Deep Dish Pizza is AWESOME! You can fool even NON SS'ers into believing
they are eating real pizza. Enjoy 

Let's finally take this weight off.
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Peca27 Posted - 15 May 2006 16:10      

Ingredients: 
4-oz cream cheese 
3 eggs 
1/3 cup cream 
1/4 cup grated parmesan cheese (canned will work)
1/2 tsp. oregano 
1/4 tsp. garlic powder 
2 cups mixed italian cheese 
1/4 cup pizza sauce without sugar
1 cup of mozzarella cheese 
Desired pizza toppings, pepporoni, mushrooms etc..
Cooking Instructions: 
Preheat oven to 375 Beat together cream cheese and eggs til smooth. Add
cream, parm cheese,and spices and mix again. Spray oblong casserole dish
with PAM. Sprinkle 2 cups italian cheeses into dish and pour egg mixture over
it. Bake at 375 for about 20 minutes. Let stand for 5 minutes. Spread on
pizza sauce, sprinkle 1 cup of mozarella cheese and pile with your favorite
toppings. Then sprinkle with more parm cheese. Return to oven and bake til
bubbly and browning. Allow to stand 10 minutes before cutting.

The Deep Dish Pizza is AWESOME! You can fool even NON SS'ers into believing
they are eating real pizza. Enjoy 

Let's finally take this weight off.
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Dsgrimmy Posted - 9 November 2004 8:26      

HAS ANYONE MADE CHIPS FROM RADISHES. I TRIED LAST NIGHT, BUT
THEY DIDNT GET CRISPY. I PUT THIN SLICES INTO HOT OIL, WHAT DID I
DO WRONG?
THANKS, DONNA
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HAS ANYONE MADE CHIPS FROM RADISHES. I TRIED LAST NIGHT, BUT
THEY DIDNT GET CRISPY. I PUT THIN SLICES INTO HOT OIL, WHAT DID I
DO WRONG?
THANKS, DONNA
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twylite Posted - 12 October 2005 9:27      

i just saw beebee1's recipe for corned beef cheese spread and it reminded me
of the cheese ball my mom makes.

Dried Beef and Cream Cheese Ball

2 8 oz. packages of cream cheese, softened
1 small jar of dried beef (looks like deli sliced beef, but dried and in a clear
jar)
about 2-3 green onions
accent seasoning

put all beef in processor and pulse till you have small pieces (maybe rice
sized), remove half of beef and save off to the side on a small plate. add
green onions to processor and pulse till beef and onion mix is tiny tiny.
mix onion/beef with cream cheese and accent to taste (maybe 1/4 tsp.) it's
easiest to use your hands at this point, mix well and form into a ball. roll ball
on reserved beef to coat the ball and chill. it's not a fancy, compicated recipe,
but it's awefully tasty with either crackers or veggies...one of my favorite
things she makes for her holiday buffet. now if only i could somehow ss her
meatball recipe, i think i'm on a mission!!
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twylite Posted - 12 October 2005 9:27      

i just saw beebee1's recipe for corned beef cheese spread and it reminded me
of the cheese ball my mom makes.

Dried Beef and Cream Cheese Ball

2 8 oz. packages of cream cheese, softened
1 small jar of dried beef (looks like deli sliced beef, but dried and in a clear
jar)
about 2-3 green onions
accent seasoning

put all beef in processor and pulse till you have small pieces (maybe rice
sized), remove half of beef and save off to the side on a small plate. add
green onions to processor and pulse till beef and onion mix is tiny tiny.
mix onion/beef with cream cheese and accent to taste (maybe 1/4 tsp.) it's
easiest to use your hands at this point, mix well and form into a ball. roll ball
on reserved beef to coat the ball and chill. it's not a fancy, compicated recipe,
but it's awefully tasty with either crackers or veggies...one of my favorite
things she makes for her holiday buffet. now if only i could somehow ss her
meatball recipe, i think i'm on a mission!!
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My 16 yr old son loves these so they don't last for long!

Thinly slice (I keep skin on) squash. Round or longways works! Heat peanut
oil (or favorite cooking oil) to a sizzling temp. Toss in squash by handfuls.
They shrink and separate as they cook. When edges start to turn golden flip
over. When completely golden remove to a paper towel. Sprinkle with
Lawry's of Chef's Mate All purpose seasoning. They crisp as they cool. They
are delicious!

Next time I make I am going to try sprinkling with cinnamon/sweetener
combo! 

Lovin' Jesus and Lovin' Life!
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IWedRich Posted - 15 September 2006 11:15      

My 16 yr old son loves these so they don't last for long!

Thinly slice (I keep skin on) squash. Round or longways works! Heat peanut
oil (or favorite cooking oil) to a sizzling temp. Toss in squash by handfuls.
They shrink and separate as they cook. When edges start to turn golden flip
over. When completely golden remove to a paper towel. Sprinkle with
Lawry's of Chef's Mate All purpose seasoning. They crisp as they cool. They
are delicious!

Next time I make I am going to try sprinkling with cinnamon/sweetener
combo! 

Lovin' Jesus and Lovin' Life!
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erjen_lower Posted - 14 March 2006 14:42      

There used to be a recipe for this. DOes anyone have it. I already
searched for it.

Jenn
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erjen_lower Posted - 14 March 2006 14:42      

There used to be a recipe for this. DOes anyone have it. I already
searched for it.

Jenn
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Grace
Barse

Posted - 4 March 2005 12:4      

Saw this in ny Kraft food & family magazine that came today. I tried making
these from Suzannes' recipe using a fry pan but they were always messy.
These bake in the oven, but you need to be fast turning them over. And the
recipe says bake 5 min first side but that was too long in my oven. Had a
time cleaning thebaking sheet too. May use parchment next time.

1 cup grated parmesan cheese
2 tsp finely chopped fresh rosemary.

heat oven to 400 degrees. mix together the cheese & rosemary. Place 1 tbsp
cheese mixture on a slightly greased baking sheet; spread sllightly to flatten.
Place 1' apart & bake 5 min .Turn crisp side over and bake 1 more minute.
cool on wire rack. This is suppoose to make 16. I only got 15 tho.
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Grace
Barse

Posted - 4 March 2005 12:4      

Saw this in ny Kraft food & family magazine that came today. I tried making
these from Suzannes' recipe using a fry pan but they were always messy.
These bake in the oven, but you need to be fast turning them over. And the
recipe says bake 5 min first side but that was too long in my oven. Had a
time cleaning thebaking sheet too. May use parchment next time.

1 cup grated parmesan cheese
2 tsp finely chopped fresh rosemary.

heat oven to 400 degrees. mix together the cheese & rosemary. Place 1 tbsp
cheese mixture on a slightly greased baking sheet; spread sllightly to flatten.
Place 1' apart & bake 5 min .Turn crisp side over and bake 1 more minute.
cool on wire rack. This is suppoose to make 16. I only got 15 tho.
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thinkpositive Posted - 3 February 2006 13:44      

Are pork rinds (the crunchy kind) legal?

YOUR THOUGHTS CREATE YOUR TRUTH
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Are pork rinds (the crunchy kind) legal?

YOUR THOUGHTS CREATE YOUR TRUTH
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DebB Posted - 27 March 2006 21:21      

I was asked to post what I have so far. I've only made a couple batches of
these and I was impressed that they actually did get crispy. I didn't follow any
one of these exactly - but you can get the general idea ~ I just messed
around with all 3 recipes. Note - the bottom recipe says it will take 6-8 hours.
This depends on how thin your apple slices are. You'll just have to keep an
eye on them. Mine only took a couple hours in the oven.

Cinnamon Apple Crisps

2 small red apples, sliced paper thin 
2 TBSP cinnamon and Splenda mix

Preheat oven to 200F. 
Line a baking sheet with parchment paper. 
Place apple slices in a single layer on the paper. 
Sprinkle with cinnamon and Splenda mixture. 
Bake until lightly browned, about 2 hours. 
Cool on a wire rack and serve.

Cook’s Tips
I used my Pampered Chef Apple Corer/Slicer/Peeler to make the apple slices.
It was fast and easy. However, an apple corer an a mandolin could be just as
quick.

http://theweekendchef.exit-23.net/20050528/cinnamon-apple-crisps/
.........................................

Apple Chips

6 tablespoons confectioners' sugar (use a legal sweetener)
2 Granny Smith Apples 

Preheat oven to 225 degrees and line 2 large baking sheets with parchment
paper. 
Sift 3 tablespoons confectioners' sugar evenly onto lined baking sheets. With a
mandoline or other slicer cut apples crosswise into paper-thin slices. Arrange
apple slices in one layer on sheets and sprinkle evenly with remaining 3
tablespoons confectioners' sugar. Bake slices in upper and lower thirds of
oven, switching position of sheets half-way through baking, 2 1/4 hours total,
or until slices are pale golden and starting to crisp. Immediately peel apple
chips off parchment and cool on a rack.

Tips: Apple chips keep in an airtight container at room temperature for 2
weeks. Recommended for garnish on ice creams and apple desserts or as a
crisp, cookie-like accompaniment.

Food Network
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Apple Chips - food down under

4 medium Golden Delicious apples
sweetener to equal 2 tablespoons sugar
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon

Method : 
Peel, core and slice apples into 1/8- to 1/4-inch-thick rounds. (Davis uses a
hand-cranked device that peels, cores and slices the apples in one operation.) 
As the apples are sliced, put them in salt water (about 2 teaspoons salt to 4
cups water) to keep the slices from turning dark. In a separate bowl, mix
together sugar and cinnamon. 
Rinse salt water off the apple slices, but don't dry them. Spread slices, one
layer thick, on dehydrator racks and sprinkle cinnamon sugar on them. Dry in
an electric dehydrator 10 to 12 hours until slices are crispy. 
Variation: The drying can also be done on racks in an oven, with the door
slightly ajar and temperature at 200 degrees. This may take 6 to 8 hours. Dry
until slices are as crisp as you like.

Recipe # 6019 @ fooddownunder.com
.....................................

Started Somersizing 2-01
Our favorite Tried & True SS recipes:
http://recipecircus.com/recipes/SomersizinDebB/
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DebB Posted - 27 March 2006 21:21      

I was asked to post what I have so far. I've only made a couple batches of
these and I was impressed that they actually did get crispy. I didn't follow any
one of these exactly - but you can get the general idea ~ I just messed
around with all 3 recipes. Note - the bottom recipe says it will take 6-8 hours.
This depends on how thin your apple slices are. You'll just have to keep an
eye on them. Mine only took a couple hours in the oven.

Cinnamon Apple Crisps

2 small red apples, sliced paper thin 
2 TBSP cinnamon and Splenda mix

Preheat oven to 200F. 
Line a baking sheet with parchment paper. 
Place apple slices in a single layer on the paper. 
Sprinkle with cinnamon and Splenda mixture. 
Bake until lightly browned, about 2 hours. 
Cool on a wire rack and serve.

Cook’s Tips
I used my Pampered Chef Apple Corer/Slicer/Peeler to make the apple slices.
It was fast and easy. However, an apple corer an a mandolin could be just as
quick.

http://theweekendchef.exit-23.net/20050528/cinnamon-apple-crisps/
.........................................

Apple Chips

6 tablespoons confectioners' sugar (use a legal sweetener)
2 Granny Smith Apples 

Preheat oven to 225 degrees and line 2 large baking sheets with parchment
paper. 
Sift 3 tablespoons confectioners' sugar evenly onto lined baking sheets. With a
mandoline or other slicer cut apples crosswise into paper-thin slices. Arrange
apple slices in one layer on sheets and sprinkle evenly with remaining 3
tablespoons confectioners' sugar. Bake slices in upper and lower thirds of
oven, switching position of sheets half-way through baking, 2 1/4 hours total,
or until slices are pale golden and starting to crisp. Immediately peel apple
chips off parchment and cool on a rack.

Tips: Apple chips keep in an airtight container at room temperature for 2
weeks. Recommended for garnish on ice creams and apple desserts or as a
crisp, cookie-like accompaniment.

Food Network
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......................................
Apple Chips - food down under

4 medium Golden Delicious apples
sweetener to equal 2 tablespoons sugar
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon

Method : 
Peel, core and slice apples into 1/8- to 1/4-inch-thick rounds. (Davis uses a
hand-cranked device that peels, cores and slices the apples in one operation.) 
As the apples are sliced, put them in salt water (about 2 teaspoons salt to 4
cups water) to keep the slices from turning dark. In a separate bowl, mix
together sugar and cinnamon. 
Rinse salt water off the apple slices, but don't dry them. Spread slices, one
layer thick, on dehydrator racks and sprinkle cinnamon sugar on them. Dry in
an electric dehydrator 10 to 12 hours until slices are crispy. 
Variation: The drying can also be done on racks in an oven, with the door
slightly ajar and temperature at 200 degrees. This may take 6 to 8 hours. Dry
until slices are as crisp as you like.

Recipe # 6019 @ fooddownunder.com
.....................................

Started Somersizing 2-01
Our favorite Tried & True SS recipes:
http://recipecircus.com/recipes/SomersizinDebB/
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rockswife Posted - 26 June 2006 8:56      

I know that someone has already mentioned the frying cheese, but I'm
telling you, this stuff is fantastic! I tried it for the first time last night. I
normally use just regular mozzarella or the string cheese and fry it in a non-
stick skillet, but I noticed that it is VERY oily. The frying cheese isn't at all
oily, and it holds together. This stuff is great for a quick snack or if you're
like me, waiting until the last minute to fix something when I'm starving and
will grab something no-so-healthy if I'm not careful. I'll eat this then fix
dinner. You can find this cheese next to chorizo sausage in the meat
department! At least, that's where I found it. The cheese gets golden brown
on the outside, and the inside is gooey. Mmmmmmmmmmmm!!!!! I could
fry two big slices of this, and spread some pesto in between and have a
sandwich! Or how about putting some ham in between the slices with some
spicy mustard? Oooooh oooohh, how about a reverse cheeseburger? Yeah,
baby! Now we're talkin'!

RockswifeNoMo

Debbie M. in Atlanta
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rockswife Posted - 26 June 2006 8:56      

I know that someone has already mentioned the frying cheese, but I'm
telling you, this stuff is fantastic! I tried it for the first time last night. I
normally use just regular mozzarella or the string cheese and fry it in a non-
stick skillet, but I noticed that it is VERY oily. The frying cheese isn't at all
oily, and it holds together. This stuff is great for a quick snack or if you're
like me, waiting until the last minute to fix something when I'm starving and
will grab something no-so-healthy if I'm not careful. I'll eat this then fix
dinner. You can find this cheese next to chorizo sausage in the meat
department! At least, that's where I found it. The cheese gets golden brown
on the outside, and the inside is gooey. Mmmmmmmmmmmm!!!!! I could
fry two big slices of this, and spread some pesto in between and have a
sandwich! Or how about putting some ham in between the slices with some
spicy mustard? Oooooh oooohh, how about a reverse cheeseburger? Yeah,
baby! Now we're talkin'!

RockswifeNoMo

Debbie M. in Atlanta
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mamabj Posted - 16 June 2006 8:10      

1/4 c flax meal
2 T soy protein isolate
1 T splenda
1/2 t vanilla
1 t water

Combine ingredients and enough water so that mixture resembles cookie
dough. If too much water was added, let stand for a few minutes and it will
dry out a bit. Roll out 1/3 of the dough on a pice of foil paper or cookie
sheet. I aimed for paper thin for crisper chips. Using a pizza cutter or butter
knife, carefully mark square shapes (or any shape preferred) without going
through the foil. Bake at 300F-150C for 10-15 minutes. Keep a constant
watch of the first batch as they tend to brown quickly. Break the chips at the
knife marks into small pices. Repeat for rest of the dough.
The # of servings depends on how thin and how large each chip is. I get
about 50 chips with trace carbs, calories 2 each. You can make variations by
adding a bit of butter for a richer taste or some connamon and extra splenda.

This was from the australian site, no name included.

mamabj
250/189
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mamabj Posted - 16 June 2006 8:10      

1/4 c flax meal
2 T soy protein isolate
1 T splenda
1/2 t vanilla
1 t water

Combine ingredients and enough water so that mixture resembles cookie
dough. If too much water was added, let stand for a few minutes and it will
dry out a bit. Roll out 1/3 of the dough on a pice of foil paper or cookie
sheet. I aimed for paper thin for crisper chips. Using a pizza cutter or butter
knife, carefully mark square shapes (or any shape preferred) without going
through the foil. Bake at 300F-150C for 10-15 minutes. Keep a constant
watch of the first batch as they tend to brown quickly. Break the chips at the
knife marks into small pices. Repeat for rest of the dough.
The # of servings depends on how thin and how large each chip is. I get
about 50 chips with trace carbs, calories 2 each. You can make variations by
adding a bit of butter for a richer taste or some connamon and extra splenda.

This was from the australian site, no name included.

mamabj
250/189
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Help!!! What am I doing wrong? I put a 
3-1/2" X 3-1/2" piece of Cheddar (about sandwich size)on parchment paper
and microwaved it for 5 minutes, 1 minute at a time and it browned a little. I
took it out and cooled it and it never got crispy. It was chewy...tasted good
but very chewy. How do you get it crisp??
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Help!!! What am I doing wrong? I put a 
3-1/2" X 3-1/2" piece of Cheddar (about sandwich size)on parchment paper
and microwaved it for 5 minutes, 1 minute at a time and it browned a little. I
took it out and cooled it and it never got crispy. It was chewy...tasted good
but very chewy. How do you get it crisp??
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mamabj Posted - 16 June 2006 7:26      

Here's a new cheese snack. This is from an Australian site.

1 lb gouda cheese
3 eggs beaten
2 T chopped green onions
2 T chopped green pepper
1/4 t dried dill week

Mix all in medium bowl; pour into ungreased 8-inch square baking pan.

Bake 350 until puffed and lightly browned, 25-30 minutes.

Cool several minutes; cut into squares.
Hope you enjoy

mamabj
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Here's a new cheese snack. This is from an Australian site.

1 lb gouda cheese
3 eggs beaten
2 T chopped green onions
2 T chopped green pepper
1/4 t dried dill week

Mix all in medium bowl; pour into ungreased 8-inch square baking pan.

Bake 350 until puffed and lightly browned, 25-30 minutes.

Cool several minutes; cut into squares.
Hope you enjoy

mamabj
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1 bag pork rinds (3 oz)
3 T melted butter
salt and pepper to taste
1 t Italian seasoning
1/2 t onion powder
1/2 t garlic powder
4 T grated Parmesan cheese

Break larger rinds in half and place in large Ziploc bag.
Combine butter, spices and cheese.
Pour batter mix over rinds, seal bag, and shake until the rinds are well
coated. Pour rinds onto a baking sheet.
Bake 300F for about 10 minutes or until dry and crunchy. Serve plain or with
a dish of marinara sauce for dipping.

mamabj
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mamabj Posted - 16 June 2006 7:29      

1 bag pork rinds (3 oz)
3 T melted butter
salt and pepper to taste
1 t Italian seasoning
1/2 t onion powder
1/2 t garlic powder
4 T grated Parmesan cheese

Break larger rinds in half and place in large Ziploc bag.
Combine butter, spices and cheese.
Pour batter mix over rinds, seal bag, and shake until the rinds are well
coated. Pour rinds onto a baking sheet.
Bake 300F for about 10 minutes or until dry and crunchy. Serve plain or with
a dish of marinara sauce for dipping.

mamabj
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this is something that my grandma used to make me all the time when i
was little. you peel a cucumber, slice into rounds and lay into a casserole
dish. pour over any kind of vinegar you like and season w/salt and pepper
and a touch of sweetener if you like. it's totally simple, and totally
delicious! :)

manda :)

Edited by - manda318 on 11/13/2004 5:02:22 PM
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manda318 Posted - 13 November 2004 17:1      

this is something that my grandma used to make me all the time when i
was little. you peel a cucumber, slice into rounds and lay into a casserole
dish. pour over any kind of vinegar you like and season w/salt and pepper
and a touch of sweetener if you like. it's totally simple, and totally
delicious! :)

manda :)

Edited by - manda318 on 11/13/2004 5:02:22 PM
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beebee1 Posted - 18 May 2004 7:24      

I discovered a great way to have super nachos. I made some cheese
crackers with slices of provolone cheese. Broke up into pieces. Topped with
cooked chicken (or use beef if you prefer). I sprinkled with some shredded
jalepeno cheese & Mexican blend cheeses. Zapped in microwave until
shredded cheese melted. Topped with jalepeno slices, legal salsa & sour
cream. The cheese crackers stayed pretty crunchy/chewy while the shredded
cheese was all melted & gooey.

I made up some at work & even the non ss'ers were impressed. This is
definitely a keeper. I am thinking I could use this provolone cheese cracker
as a base for a personal size pizza. Just think of the possibilities....
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I discovered a great way to have super nachos. I made some cheese
crackers with slices of provolone cheese. Broke up into pieces. Topped with
cooked chicken (or use beef if you prefer). I sprinkled with some shredded
jalepeno cheese & Mexican blend cheeses. Zapped in microwave until
shredded cheese melted. Topped with jalepeno slices, legal salsa & sour
cream. The cheese crackers stayed pretty crunchy/chewy while the shredded
cheese was all melted & gooey.

I made up some at work & even the non ss'ers were impressed. This is
definitely a keeper. I am thinking I could use this provolone cheese cracker
as a base for a personal size pizza. Just think of the possibilities....
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mizztucker Posted - 12 May 2004 22:27      

Does anyone remember the recipe from the old boards for pepperoni
Cups? I have a party coming up and I would like to try this recipe. Please
post if you have.

Also, please post any hints, tips on this recipe too.

Many, many thanks!!!!
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Does anyone remember the recipe from the old boards for pepperoni
Cups? I have a party coming up and I would like to try this recipe. Please
post if you have.

Also, please post any hints, tips on this recipe too.

Many, many thanks!!!!
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JKK Posted - 30 December 2004 9:37      

Moderator Note: This recipe is ALMOST LEVEL ONE, CARBS

I tried this last night and it was good, previously I was just dipping them in
chocolate , but was a little messy , like these much better!
1. I just melted some Russel Stover Chocolate chips (the Net Carb ones
or/other SF chocolate) then added some Fat Free milk to smooth it out. 
2. Then Take the Mini Shredded Wheat(or- Wheat & Bran) Squares 
and dip one side in the melted chocolate and layer onto a baking sheet lined
with wax paper and let cool.
(I actually put mine in the fridge)

* I just eyeballed the amount of Chocolate Chips. & the shredded wheat
squares enough to finish all the chocolate 
something crunchy and chocolate ! 
I will probably take these to the movies with me next time . Also good with a
glass of FF milk. :)

Edited by - ForumModerator on 2/27/2005 12:11:48 PM
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JKK Posted - 30 December 2004 9:37      

Moderator Note: This recipe is ALMOST LEVEL ONE, CARBS

I tried this last night and it was good, previously I was just dipping them in
chocolate , but was a little messy , like these much better!
1. I just melted some Russel Stover Chocolate chips (the Net Carb ones
or/other SF chocolate) then added some Fat Free milk to smooth it out. 
2. Then Take the Mini Shredded Wheat(or- Wheat & Bran) Squares 
and dip one side in the melted chocolate and layer onto a baking sheet lined
with wax paper and let cool.
(I actually put mine in the fridge)

* I just eyeballed the amount of Chocolate Chips. & the shredded wheat
squares enough to finish all the chocolate 
something crunchy and chocolate ! 
I will probably take these to the movies with me next time . Also good with a
glass of FF milk. :)

Edited by - ForumModerator on 2/27/2005 12:11:48 PM
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Hi everyone,

I have been craving something like pretzels, so I think I've found a legal way
to have them.

Ingredients:
3 packets of yeast
3 3/4 cups warm water
a pinch of equal or somersweet
6 tsp salt
12 - 15 cups whole wheat flour (enough to make the dough unsticky- 12 cups
worked for me)

Mix all of the ingredients and knead for 10 minutes. Place in a bowl, cover,
and set in a warm place until it doubles. (about an hour) Take a glob of
dough, about the size of a deck of cards, and roll it between your hands to
form an 18 inch rope that is pinky finger thickness. They really puff as they
cook, so make them thinner than you think you should. Twist the rope into a
pretzel shape. Pinch the ends to the rest of the pretzel and also pinch where it
crosses. 8 pretzels fit well on a cookie sheet, so have enough ready to fill
your cookie sheets before you do the next step.

In a large pot, boil 4 cups of water with 4 tsp baking soda. I had to add
another 4 cups of water and more baking soda because I didn't have the
pretzels ready. It still worked.

Place 3 pretzels at a time in the water and boil for 1 minute or until they
float. Remove with a spatula, allow water to drain off, and place on a cookie
sheet. Sprinkle with coarse salt. Bake at 475 for 12 minutes. Remove to a
wire rack immediately to cool. These can be frozen. To reheat- 200 degrees
for a few minutes if room temperaure, 350 degrees for 5 minutes if frozen.
This makes about 30 pretzels. I would imagine you could take 1/3 of each
ingredient to make less pretzels. I hope you like them!

toto2 :o)
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toto2 Posted - 18 November 2003 17:26      

Hi everyone,

I have been craving something like pretzels, so I think I've found a legal way
to have them.

Ingredients:
3 packets of yeast
3 3/4 cups warm water
a pinch of equal or somersweet
6 tsp salt
12 - 15 cups whole wheat flour (enough to make the dough unsticky- 12 cups
worked for me)

Mix all of the ingredients and knead for 10 minutes. Place in a bowl, cover,
and set in a warm place until it doubles. (about an hour) Take a glob of
dough, about the size of a deck of cards, and roll it between your hands to
form an 18 inch rope that is pinky finger thickness. They really puff as they
cook, so make them thinner than you think you should. Twist the rope into a
pretzel shape. Pinch the ends to the rest of the pretzel and also pinch where it
crosses. 8 pretzels fit well on a cookie sheet, so have enough ready to fill
your cookie sheets before you do the next step.

In a large pot, boil 4 cups of water with 4 tsp baking soda. I had to add
another 4 cups of water and more baking soda because I didn't have the
pretzels ready. It still worked.

Place 3 pretzels at a time in the water and boil for 1 minute or until they
float. Remove with a spatula, allow water to drain off, and place on a cookie
sheet. Sprinkle with coarse salt. Bake at 475 for 12 minutes. Remove to a
wire rack immediately to cool. These can be frozen. To reheat- 200 degrees
for a few minutes if room temperaure, 350 degrees for 5 minutes if frozen.
This makes about 30 pretzels. I would imagine you could take 1/3 of each
ingredient to make less pretzels. I hope you like them!

toto2 :o)
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1goodfriend Posted - 2 April 2006 18:38      

HI....I am looking for any reviews on Suzanne's book with all the
appetizer recipes. Anyone?

~Peggy
Started Ssing 09/01
158/135/130

"I can do everything through Him who gives me strength" 
Philippians 4:13
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HI....I am looking for any reviews on Suzanne's book with all the
appetizer recipes. Anyone?

~Peggy
Started Ssing 09/01
158/135/130

"I can do everything through Him who gives me strength" 
Philippians 4:13
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ThinnerGranny Posted - 18 April 2005 13:30      

What happened to the recipe for the Faux Cinnamon & Sugar Crunchy
Munchies - can someone send it please? Thank you!

Helen
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What happened to the recipe for the Faux Cinnamon & Sugar Crunchy
Munchies - can someone send it please? Thank you!

Helen
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mommystamps Posted - 22 March 2006 9:35      

I will be traveling to Dallas for work. I will be staying in a hotel and I
won't have a fridge. I need snack ideas besides fruit and pork rinds
that don't need to be refrigerated.

Vici
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mommystamps Posted - 22 March 2006 9:35      

I will be traveling to Dallas for work. I will be staying in a hotel and I
won't have a fridge. I need snack ideas besides fruit and pork rinds
that don't need to be refrigerated.

Vici
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mjlibbey Posted - 25 May 2005 9:40      

Hi! I came up with this recipe, while trying to make a carb corn bread. The
corn bread was awful, but at least it tasted like corn. Several days after, I
started thinking about corn chips. After many batches, this is the end result.
If anyone has other suggestions for spices, please feel free to post them.
Hope everyone enjoys these. Mary

CORN CHIPS (mjlibbey)
(carb-level one)

3 cups amaranth flour
3 cups buckwheat flour
3 cups quinoa flour
2 teaspoons salt
2 teaspoons garlic powder
1 teaspoon cumin
1 teaspoon chili powder
1 teaspoon baking powder
3 cups of water or vegetable broth

Mix dry ingredients together, then add water or broth. Mix well until
combined. Wrap dough in plastic wrap and refrigerate. 
When ready to make chips, preheat oven to 350*. Roll out as much dough as
you want, very thin, on a lightly floured surface. Cut into triangles with a
knife or pizza cutter. Place on baking sheets that are covered with parchment
paper. Bake for 7 to 10 minutes. Watch these closely. They can burn easily.
Dip into salsa.

NOTE: To add some zip, add hot sauce to the water or broth before mixing
with dry ingredients.
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mjlibbey Posted - 25 May 2005 9:40      

Hi! I came up with this recipe, while trying to make a carb corn bread. The
corn bread was awful, but at least it tasted like corn. Several days after, I
started thinking about corn chips. After many batches, this is the end result.
If anyone has other suggestions for spices, please feel free to post them.
Hope everyone enjoys these. Mary

CORN CHIPS (mjlibbey)
(carb-level one)

3 cups amaranth flour
3 cups buckwheat flour
3 cups quinoa flour
2 teaspoons salt
2 teaspoons garlic powder
1 teaspoon cumin
1 teaspoon chili powder
1 teaspoon baking powder
3 cups of water or vegetable broth

Mix dry ingredients together, then add water or broth. Mix well until
combined. Wrap dough in plastic wrap and refrigerate. 
When ready to make chips, preheat oven to 350*. Roll out as much dough as
you want, very thin, on a lightly floured surface. Cut into triangles with a
knife or pizza cutter. Place on baking sheets that are covered with parchment
paper. Bake for 7 to 10 minutes. Watch these closely. They can burn easily.
Dip into salsa.

NOTE: To add some zip, add hot sauce to the water or broth before mixing
with dry ingredients.
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caminlaca Posted - 25 February 2006 15:11      

I've tried garlic powder and/or chili powder, sometimes cayenne, sometimes
a teeny bit of salt...and then there's plain. So far I've yet to hit on a combo
that really piques my tastebuds. What do you do to yours to make them
yummy?

cam
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caminlaca Posted - 25 February 2006 15:11      

I've tried garlic powder and/or chili powder, sometimes cayenne, sometimes
a teeny bit of salt...and then there's plain. So far I've yet to hit on a combo
that really piques my tastebuds. What do you do to yours to make them
yummy?

cam
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Smilford Posted - 28 February 2006 10:32      

What are some snack foods you all enjoy?

"Color your days bright!"
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What are some snack foods you all enjoy?

"Color your days bright!"
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mocha125 Posted - 30 November 2005 12:51      

I've been reading about jicama and jicama chips, and it sounds great! I
could eat potato chips 24/7 and not give a thought to anything sugary or
sweet.

But I was curious, is jicama Level One and is it considered a veggie, carb,
or pro-fat?

Thanks.
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mocha125 Posted - 30 November 2005 12:51      

I've been reading about jicama and jicama chips, and it sounds great! I
could eat potato chips 24/7 and not give a thought to anything sugary or
sweet.

But I was curious, is jicama Level One and is it considered a veggie, carb,
or pro-fat?

Thanks.
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julsiefritz Posted - 24 January 2006 11:42      

Has anyone else tried this cheese... it is so..... Yummy! Great snack
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julsiefritz Posted - 24 January 2006 11:42      

Has anyone else tried this cheese... it is so..... Yummy! Great snack
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beebee1 Posted - 11 October 2005 8:38      

Corned Beef Cheese Spread
1 8 oz pkg cream cheese
2 T cream
1 T Worcestershire sauce
1/2 t garlic powder
1/4 t hot sauce
1 12 oz can corned beef
1 T dried parsley

Blend softened cream cheese with cream until mix is smooth. Flake unchilled
corned beef with fork & blend into cheese mixture. Mix in rest of ingredients.

Good with veggies or cheese crackers. I like to spread on lettuce leaf & roll
up.

Edited by - beebee1 on 10/11/2005 12:08:09 PM
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beebee1 Posted - 11 October 2005 8:38      

Corned Beef Cheese Spread
1 8 oz pkg cream cheese
2 T cream
1 T Worcestershire sauce
1/2 t garlic powder
1/4 t hot sauce
1 12 oz can corned beef
1 T dried parsley

Blend softened cream cheese with cream until mix is smooth. Flake unchilled
corned beef with fork & blend into cheese mixture. Mix in rest of ingredients.

Good with veggies or cheese crackers. I like to spread on lettuce leaf & roll
up.

Edited by - beebee1 on 10/11/2005 12:08:09 PM
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AmyFarkle Posted - 17 May 2005 11:31      

Veggie Chips
Level 1

2 - 3 lbs assorted root vegetables, such as radishes, turnips, parsnips,
rutabagas - peeled and sliced as thinly as possible
Salt
Cooking spray

Sprinkle the vegetables lightly but evenly with salt and allow to
stand at room temperature for 30 minutes. Rinse in cold water and dry
completely with paper towels. Spray a baking sheet lightly with the
cooking spray and arrange the sliced vegetables in a single layer on
the sheet. Spray the vegetables lightly with cooking spray and bake
in a preheated 275° oven for 40 to 60 minutes. Check the
vegetables frequently and remove them as they are dry. They will
become more crisp as they cool. Season with salt and store in an
airtight container for up to two weeks. Makes about 4 to 6 cups
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AmyFarkle Posted - 17 May 2005 11:31      

Veggie Chips
Level 1

2 - 3 lbs assorted root vegetables, such as radishes, turnips, parsnips,
rutabagas - peeled and sliced as thinly as possible
Salt
Cooking spray

Sprinkle the vegetables lightly but evenly with salt and allow to
stand at room temperature for 30 minutes. Rinse in cold water and dry
completely with paper towels. Spray a baking sheet lightly with the
cooking spray and arrange the sliced vegetables in a single layer on
the sheet. Spray the vegetables lightly with cooking spray and bake
in a preheated 275° oven for 40 to 60 minutes. Check the
vegetables frequently and remove them as they are dry. They will
become more crisp as they cool. Season with salt and store in an
airtight container for up to two weeks. Makes about 4 to 6 cups
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Nutmeg Posted - 29 January 2005 5:14      

Hi everyone, I recently got a job at a doctor's office and we have a small frig.
I'm struggling to come up with Somersized snacks for my day. Any
suggestions?
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Hi everyone, I recently got a job at a doctor's office and we have a small frig.
I'm struggling to come up with Somersized snacks for my day. Any
suggestions?
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SinginSOMERSong Posted - 29 April 2004 15:29      

2 cups shredded mini wheats ( plain )
1/2 to 3/4 Cup sf syrup 
1/4 to 1/2 tsp. vanilla extract
sprinkle salt ( optional )

Preheat oven to 350. Heat the sf syrup in a microwave safe bowl
for 20 seconds. Add the vanilla and salt (if desired). Add the mini
wheats and toss over and over to coat. Pour onto a non stick liner
sheet on a cookie sheet and bake 10 minutes. Use a metal spatula
to turn over. Turn off the oven, but leave the cereal in for another
20-25 minutes. Remove to a plastic baggie or a lidded container
....or "scarf 'em down right away out of your favorite snack bowl!

** I haven't tried it yet, but a touch of butter flavoring may be
good! Experiment with a tablespoon of the heated syrup that has
the vanilla added and add a drop or 2 of the butter flavoring ...dip
in a mini wheat and taste to see if it is something you might like
on the whole batch. If you DO like it...just add about 1/8-1/4 tsp
of the butter flavoring to the rest of the vanilla spiked syrup, toss
with the cereal and bake as described above.

I tried adding cinnamon....ECK! (do't waste your time)! You may or
may not like a little citrus flavor with this for variety...so to try
it...grate a little fresh orange peel and sample as described to see if
it is worthy of your snack bowl. Again...if you do like it...add about
1 tsp of the grated zest ( orange part only please / white makes
bitter!)...then toss and bake as described. Munch out SSers! 
PS. I am guessing there are other cereals you could combine in
equal parts and still be legal....maybe a bran square or
something...but another type of legal cereal would add to the
interest/variety.

SSers Are Happier PPL!

Edited by - singinSomersong on 4/29/2004 6:03:16 PM
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2 cups shredded mini wheats ( plain )
1/2 to 3/4 Cup sf syrup 
1/4 to 1/2 tsp. vanilla extract
sprinkle salt ( optional )

Preheat oven to 350. Heat the sf syrup in a microwave safe bowl
for 20 seconds. Add the vanilla and salt (if desired). Add the mini
wheats and toss over and over to coat. Pour onto a non stick liner
sheet on a cookie sheet and bake 10 minutes. Use a metal spatula
to turn over. Turn off the oven, but leave the cereal in for another
20-25 minutes. Remove to a plastic baggie or a lidded container
....or "scarf 'em down right away out of your favorite snack bowl!

** I haven't tried it yet, but a touch of butter flavoring may be
good! Experiment with a tablespoon of the heated syrup that has
the vanilla added and add a drop or 2 of the butter flavoring ...dip
in a mini wheat and taste to see if it is something you might like
on the whole batch. If you DO like it...just add about 1/8-1/4 tsp
of the butter flavoring to the rest of the vanilla spiked syrup, toss
with the cereal and bake as described above.

I tried adding cinnamon....ECK! (do't waste your time)! You may or
may not like a little citrus flavor with this for variety...so to try
it...grate a little fresh orange peel and sample as described to see if
it is worthy of your snack bowl. Again...if you do like it...add about
1 tsp of the grated zest ( orange part only please / white makes
bitter!)...then toss and bake as described. Munch out SSers! 
PS. I am guessing there are other cereals you could combine in
equal parts and still be legal....maybe a bran square or
something...but another type of legal cereal would add to the
interest/variety.

SSers Are Happier PPL!

Edited by - singinSomersong on 4/29/2004 6:03:16 PM
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KatyJ Posted - 19 June 2005 12:50      

I've seen a lot of posts where people are having a hard time making the
cheese chips. I personally always use shreaded or thinly sliced provolone or
Monetery Jack (my favorite). I either heat them up on my nonstick skillet in 3
inch diameter circles or my electric griddle works best. You can get your
spatula in to flip easier. When using shredded cheese be sure to place in a
thin layer. I think the problem most people are having might be turning them
too soon. You have to wait till they are brown and theres barely any white left
on top, then flip. enough with the chips. for dip. i mix sour cream with taco
seasoning and hot sauce. SOOOO GOOD!! everyone should try this. because
the cheese chips can be dry and salty. but the sour cream dip is the perfect
balance. Try it and let me know how you like it!! =) Have a great day
everyone! =)

Do today what others dont, and tomorrow have what others wont.
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KatyJ Posted - 19 June 2005 12:50      

I've seen a lot of posts where people are having a hard time making the
cheese chips. I personally always use shreaded or thinly sliced provolone or
Monetery Jack (my favorite). I either heat them up on my nonstick skillet in 3
inch diameter circles or my electric griddle works best. You can get your
spatula in to flip easier. When using shredded cheese be sure to place in a
thin layer. I think the problem most people are having might be turning them
too soon. You have to wait till they are brown and theres barely any white left
on top, then flip. enough with the chips. for dip. i mix sour cream with taco
seasoning and hot sauce. SOOOO GOOD!! everyone should try this. because
the cheese chips can be dry and salty. but the sour cream dip is the perfect
balance. Try it and let me know how you like it!! =) Have a great day
everyone! =)

Do today what others dont, and tomorrow have what others wont.
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curvalicious Posted - 17 July 2005 17:56      

Hi I will be going into 7th grade in August and have just started
Somersizing. I was wondering if their was anything i could pack in my
lunch besides a salad that would not take that long to prepare!
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Hi I will be going into 7th grade in August and have just started
Somersizing. I was wondering if their was anything i could pack in my
lunch besides a salad that would not take that long to prepare!
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karma Posted - 16 September 2003 22:1      

Place slice of american cheese on parchment paper and microwave for 1 min-
out will pop a great cheese-it, perfect over salads for a crunch, crumbled over
soups, topped with tuna or egg salad, or using as a dipper for your favorite
dip.
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karma Posted - 16 September 2003 22:1      

Place slice of american cheese on parchment paper and microwave for 1 min-
out will pop a great cheese-it, perfect over salads for a crunch, crumbled over
soups, topped with tuna or egg salad, or using as a dipper for your favorite
dip.
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mschumacher Posted - 29 December 2004 22:22      

I found a recipe for these today using shredded wheat but I forgot to
copy it and of course now I can't find it. Anyone out there have this?
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mschumacher Posted - 29 December 2004 22:22      

I found a recipe for these today using shredded wheat but I forgot to
copy it and of course now I can't find it. Anyone out there have this?
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phoffer Posted - 20 March 2005 15:33      

fresh mozzarella cheese Ball
Classico Tomato and Basil Sauce

Just slice the mozzarella cheese into nice
thick slices and heat the sauce and pour
over top of cheese slices,

This is a fast treat, and really helps curb
that craving for something Italian and I
like it because I love deep fried mozzarella
sticks which are funky with breading, so I
really enjoy this.

Patricia Hoffer
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phoffer Posted - 20 March 2005 15:33      

fresh mozzarella cheese Ball
Classico Tomato and Basil Sauce

Just slice the mozzarella cheese into nice
thick slices and heat the sauce and pour
over top of cheese slices,

This is a fast treat, and really helps curb
that craving for something Italian and I
like it because I love deep fried mozzarella
sticks which are funky with breading, so I
really enjoy this.

Patricia Hoffer
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darlajd Posted - 26 March 2005 13:16      

I just recently got Suzanne's deep fryer. Tried to make the mozzerella sticks,
but do not know what she dips them in to get the parmesian breading to
stick? How do you make these things! Help, I have oil everywhere???
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darlajd Posted - 26 March 2005 13:16      

I just recently got Suzanne's deep fryer. Tried to make the mozzerella sticks,
but do not know what she dips them in to get the parmesian breading to
stick? How do you make these things! Help, I have oil everywhere???
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Twiggy88 Posted - 17 September 2003 7:51      

Crispy Cheese chips/crackers

Place small slices of mozarella cheese on parchment paper, or an oiled
plate, or on the shiny side of freezer paper.
Microwave on high until crispy. Takes less than 3 min. Keep an eye on it,
remove from microwave when it starts to turn brown.
Sprinkle with garlic salt and paprika.
Note: Experiment with your favorite cheeses.

***twiggy88

Edited by - twiggy88 on 10/27/2003 10:09:50 AM

Edited by - twiggy88 on 11/29/2006 3:50:28 PM
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Twiggy88 Posted - 17 September 2003 7:51      

Crispy Cheese chips/crackers

Place small slices of mozarella cheese on parchment paper, or an oiled
plate, or on the shiny side of freezer paper.
Microwave on high until crispy. Takes less than 3 min. Keep an eye on it,
remove from microwave when it starts to turn brown.
Sprinkle with garlic salt and paprika.
Note: Experiment with your favorite cheeses.

***twiggy88

Edited by - twiggy88 on 10/27/2003 10:09:50 AM

Edited by - twiggy88 on 11/29/2006 3:50:28 PM
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shortcutie02 Posted - 24 May 2005 22:29      

Hi, does anyone have a recipe for Cheese Crackers?

Sincerely Amanda
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Hi, does anyone have a recipe for Cheese Crackers?

Sincerely Amanda
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CHRISLIE
JL

Posted - 27 April 2005 7:34      

I printed a recipe off of this website some time ago for "Buckeye Candy",
but have since lost it. If anyone out there could reprint this recipe for me, it
would be greatly appreciated. My mother has just been diagnosed diabetic
and I myself follow a low carb diet and we need great snack ideas. Thank
you in advance for your help.
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CHRISLIE
JL

Posted - 27 April 2005 7:34      

I printed a recipe off of this website some time ago for "Buckeye Candy",
but have since lost it. If anyone out there could reprint this recipe for me, it
would be greatly appreciated. My mother has just been diagnosed diabetic
and I myself follow a low carb diet and we need great snack ideas. Thank
you in advance for your help.
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RS1970 Posted - 26 April 2005 9:52      

I love the cheese chips so much I've been experimenting with different
cheeses and seasonings, not sure if anyone has tried and posted this already
but I'd like to share...

Pizza Cracker..

I use the dixie paper plates cause they have a wax coating and a little spritz
of Pam..

I spread out a teaspoon of salsa on the plate, 3 slices of mozzerella cheese,
generous sprinkling of parmesian cheese, dash of salt and pepper,
microwaved for 90 seconds (till desired crispiness). and yummmmmmm I
loved the little speckles of tomato's mixed in it! I also tried this with pre-made
mozzerella and tomato's soaked in fresh basil and oil and that tasted
awesome too, the fresh basil gives it a great look and taste to it too! I'm
wondering how it would taste with some finely chopped dash of onions
included in this.

Rita
xoxox

145/138/120
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I love the cheese chips so much I've been experimenting with different
cheeses and seasonings, not sure if anyone has tried and posted this already
but I'd like to share...

Pizza Cracker..

I use the dixie paper plates cause they have a wax coating and a little spritz
of Pam..

I spread out a teaspoon of salsa on the plate, 3 slices of mozzerella cheese,
generous sprinkling of parmesian cheese, dash of salt and pepper,
microwaved for 90 seconds (till desired crispiness). and yummmmmmm I
loved the little speckles of tomato's mixed in it! I also tried this with pre-made
mozzerella and tomato's soaked in fresh basil and oil and that tasted
awesome too, the fresh basil gives it a great look and taste to it too! I'm
wondering how it would taste with some finely chopped dash of onions
included in this.

Rita
xoxox

145/138/120
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i found the recipie on this discussion board somewhere, but
unfortunately, i do not remember where...

i tried making it. it uses 3 tablespoons olive oil to 1 head cauliflower i
think. but when i made it, it seemed like either it wasnt cooked enuf or
it burned. any suggestions?

how cooked should it be? still soft and crunchy brown on the top? or is
it supposed to be crunchy totally?

thanks for any input.
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pregnantmama Posted - 21 March 2005 11:51      

i found the recipie on this discussion board somewhere, but
unfortunately, i do not remember where...

i tried making it. it uses 3 tablespoons olive oil to 1 head cauliflower i
think. but when i made it, it seemed like either it wasnt cooked enuf or
it burned. any suggestions?

how cooked should it be? still soft and crunchy brown on the top? or is
it supposed to be crunchy totally?

thanks for any input.
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JaneAngel Posted - 8 February 2004 4:8      

Hi,
Last night on HSN they were eating provolone chips and taco shells. The
receipe came from the receipe contest cookbook. I did order it, but I
wanted to make them today. Can someone please share the receipe with
me?Thanks...Jane
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Hi,
Last night on HSN they were eating provolone chips and taco shells. The
receipe came from the receipe contest cookbook. I did order it, but I
wanted to make them today. Can someone please share the receipe with
me?Thanks...Jane
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Nutmeg Posted - 25 March 2005 17:43      

Hi all!! Does anyone have an awesome protein bar recipe they would like to
share? I prefer to make my own -- can't stand the taste of storebought!
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Hi all!! Does anyone have an awesome protein bar recipe they would like to
share? I prefer to make my own -- can't stand the taste of storebought!
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phoffer Posted - 7 February 2005 15:47      

How hard would it be to make veggie chips??
Would you deep fry them or bake them after
slicing very thin.????????
I was at this restaraunt over the weekend
and they served you vegetable chips instead
of potato chips and they were fantastic.
But I couldn't tell you what veggies they
were....

Patricia Hoffer

Edited by - phoffer on 2/7/2005 3:48:40 PM
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How hard would it be to make veggie chips??
Would you deep fry them or bake them after
slicing very thin.????????
I was at this restaraunt over the weekend
and they served you vegetable chips instead
of potato chips and they were fantastic.
But I couldn't tell you what veggies they
were....

Patricia Hoffer

Edited by - phoffer on 2/7/2005 3:48:40 PM
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Twiggy88 Posted - 19 January 2005 10:1      

Krispy Kale Chips *** UPDATED ***

Preheat oven to 350F.

Line baking sheet with foil.

Wash, shake dry a big bunch of kale.
Remove and throw out stems.
Tear leaves into small pieces.
TAKE ONE ENVELOPE OF SS SANTA FE CHIPOTLE DRESSING AND MIX WITH
1 CUP OIL AND 1/2 CUP VINEGAR (not the package directions).
DIP KALE IN THE CHIPOTLE VINAIGRETTE TO COVER WELL (I put them in a
bowl with some of the vinaigrette and rolled it around.)
Put one layer on the baking sheet, bake 20 minutes (until very crispy, this
gets rid of the kale taste).
Remove from oven and sprinkle with salt.
Let cool.
Let me know if you like these.

For a picture of kale 
see kail at http://www.foodsubs.com/Greenckg.html#broccoli%20raab
***twiggy88
lowfat

Edited by - twiggy88 on 2/2/2006 11:38:27 AM

Edited by - twiggy88 on 11/29/2006 3:53:32 PM
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Twiggy88 Posted - 19 January 2005 10:1      

Krispy Kale Chips *** UPDATED ***

Preheat oven to 350F.

Line baking sheet with foil.

Wash, shake dry a big bunch of kale.
Remove and throw out stems.
Tear leaves into small pieces.
TAKE ONE ENVELOPE OF SS SANTA FE CHIPOTLE DRESSING AND MIX WITH
1 CUP OIL AND 1/2 CUP VINEGAR (not the package directions).
DIP KALE IN THE CHIPOTLE VINAIGRETTE TO COVER WELL (I put them in a
bowl with some of the vinaigrette and rolled it around.)
Put one layer on the baking sheet, bake 20 minutes (until very crispy, this
gets rid of the kale taste).
Remove from oven and sprinkle with salt.
Let cool.
Let me know if you like these.

For a picture of kale 
see kail at http://www.foodsubs.com/Greenckg.html#broccoli%20raab
***twiggy88
lowfat

Edited by - twiggy88 on 2/2/2006 11:38:27 AM

Edited by - twiggy88 on 11/29/2006 3:53:32 PM
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Spacebizkit Posted - 1 February 2005 7:5      

Can anyone tell me if apple chips are legal? My husband gave me a bag
for X-Mas, and I have been eyeballing them ever since, wondering if I'm
allowed to eat them. It sure would be a waste if I couldn't....they're from
my favorite organic store here in Germany and very expensive.

These chips are all natural, a mixture of sour and sweet apples, absolutely
nothing added! They've just been dried until they're as crunchy as potato
chips. They are absolutely delicious and just as addictive as potato
chips....you can't eat just one!

What do you guys think? Can I eat them?
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Spacebizkit Posted - 1 February 2005 7:5      

Can anyone tell me if apple chips are legal? My husband gave me a bag
for X-Mas, and I have been eyeballing them ever since, wondering if I'm
allowed to eat them. It sure would be a waste if I couldn't....they're from
my favorite organic store here in Germany and very expensive.

These chips are all natural, a mixture of sour and sweet apples, absolutely
nothing added! They've just been dried until they're as crunchy as potato
chips. They are absolutely delicious and just as addictive as potato
chips....you can't eat just one!

What do you guys think? Can I eat them?
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Saw this in Prvention and It is almost level one.

1/2 cup part-skim ricotta cheese
1/2 tsp unsweetened cocoa 
1/4 tsp vanilla eatract
1 pk sugar substitute
dash expresso powder

Mix together ricotta,cocoa,vanilla and sugar substitute. Serve chilled .top with
expresso powder. For creamer texture, mix in blender
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Saw this in Prvention and It is almost level one.

1/2 cup part-skim ricotta cheese
1/2 tsp unsweetened cocoa 
1/4 tsp vanilla eatract
1 pk sugar substitute
dash expresso powder

Mix together ricotta,cocoa,vanilla and sugar substitute. Serve chilled .top with
expresso powder. For creamer texture, mix in blender
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Ok, this is not really a recipe, but thought you might enjoy it.

On a trip through Costco, they actually had a sample that I COULD HAVE!
Cheese with sun-dried tomatoes on it! The sun-dried tomatoes are the kind
packed in oil that they sell at Costco.

I couldn't believe how good it was - I immediately dashed to the sun-dried
tomatoe aisle and bought a jar. Yum!
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Ok, this is not really a recipe, but thought you might enjoy it.

On a trip through Costco, they actually had a sample that I COULD HAVE!
Cheese with sun-dried tomatoes on it! The sun-dried tomatoes are the kind
packed in oil that they sell at Costco.

I couldn't believe how good it was - I immediately dashed to the sun-dried
tomatoe aisle and bought a jar. Yum!
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Has anyone tried dried chick peas as a snack? My family eats a lot of mixed
nuts, and when we buy a bag of mixed roasted nuts, I notice that there are
chickpeas. The chickpeas are roasted/toasted and they are crunchy. I didn't
even know that they were chickpeas! But when I checked the ingredients, it
listed chickpeas. I was just wondering if anyone else enjoys these as a
carbos snack?

Go with your head, heart, guts, and no one else's!
best_spice@hotmail.com
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Has anyone tried dried chick peas as a snack? My family eats a lot of mixed
nuts, and when we buy a bag of mixed roasted nuts, I notice that there are
chickpeas. The chickpeas are roasted/toasted and they are crunchy. I didn't
even know that they were chickpeas! But when I checked the ingredients, it
listed chickpeas. I was just wondering if anyone else enjoys these as a
carbos snack?

Go with your head, heart, guts, and no one else's!
best_spice@hotmail.com
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Just saw this recipe online at Epicurious.com and thought I'd share it.
Sounds like our pepperoni chips, only with salami and made in the oven.

Salami Crisps

24 paper-thin slices (4-inch rounds) Genoa salami (1/4 lb)

parchment paper

Put oven racks in upper and lower thirds of oven and preheat oven to 325°F.

Arrange salami slices in 1 layer on 2 large baking sheets lined with
parchment paper. Bake, switching position of sheets halfway through baking,
until edges are crisp and beginning to curl, 10 to 12 minutes. Transfer slices
to a rack to cool. (They will crisp as they cool.)
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Just saw this recipe online at Epicurious.com and thought I'd share it.
Sounds like our pepperoni chips, only with salami and made in the oven.

Salami Crisps

24 paper-thin slices (4-inch rounds) Genoa salami (1/4 lb)

parchment paper

Put oven racks in upper and lower thirds of oven and preheat oven to 325°F.

Arrange salami slices in 1 layer on 2 large baking sheets lined with
parchment paper. Bake, switching position of sheets halfway through baking,
until edges are crisp and beginning to curl, 10 to 12 minutes. Transfer slices
to a rack to cool. (They will crisp as they cool.)
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Twiggy88 Posted - 17 September 2003 7:13      

Take one apple, core it, and slice it in pieces. Sprinkle some cinnamon on it.
Microwave on high until it's baked. Usually under 3 minutes in my
microwave

***twiggy88
lowfat

Edited by - twiggy88 on 2/2/2006 11:36:03 AM

Edited by - twiggy88 on 11/29/2006 3:49:50 PM
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wired_foxterror Posted - 6 January 2009 18:6      

Snack alert! Snack alert!

Baked Zucchini Fries (Level 1 carbo)

1/2 cup whole wheat panko bread crumbs
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 medium zucchini
1/2 cup plain fat free yogurt

Preheat oven to 425. Line a baking sheet with parchment paper.

Slice the zucchini into 3" by 1/2" sticks.

Put the yogurt into a wide mouth bowl. Spread the panko crumbs out
on a plate. Dipt the sticks, one at a time, into the yogurt to coat, then
press into the panko crumbs.

Place on parchment covered baking sheet in a single layer. Bake for
15 minutes until golden brown and tender. Eat straight up or serve
with oil free fat free spaghetti sauce to dip in.

Enjoy!

Foxye
Somersizing since 01/03
230/165/165

Visit my blog at www.wiredfoxterror.blogspot.com

Join us in the Yahoo Somersizing Group!
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Somersizing

A smile is a curve that sets everything straight.
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marie172 Posted - 15 August 2005 9:22      

Mushroom Chips

Slice mushrooms (I have used fresh button and canned whole) thin; saute in
butter until crispy. You may need to let them cool and fry again to get them
as crispy as you want them. Sprinkle some salt if you need it. For me, the
butter is salty enough.

This is a nice change from the cheese crackers. I haven't tried sprinkling
other flavorings, like taco or garlic, but it is definitely an idea. This would be
a nice snack to take to the movies.
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plmtrznsun Posted - 15 April 2007 14:54      

Some time ago I got the directions for both the pepperoni chips &
microwaving the cheese slices with parmesan cheese. I can't find the time
required. Seems like it was 1 minute for one of them, but I don't know
which one. Can anyone help? Thanks.
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HollyRenee Posted - 28 May 2008 12:26      

Hi, I need a little advice I used to sommersize and wow I feel like an
expert but my problem was what to eat protein wise that does'nt have a
lot of salt in it, this is more for snacks. I am very salt sensitive, anyone
else have this problem.
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DTyler Posted - 25 April 2008 16:30      

Freeze a pkg of fat free whole wheat totillas. 
Combine a pkg of fat free cream cheese (at room temp)
tsp of worcheshire sauce
1/2 tsp of accent
dash of chili powder
3 chopped green onions (incl. green part)
Cover and chill.

When you want a snack, preheat a nonstick skillet over high heat. Place one
tortilla on it and lightly toast to desired crispness on both sides.
You can break into cracker size pieces and dip in the spread or spread the
onion dip on the whole tortilla like a pizza. 
I like this even for breakfast.
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mamabj Posted - 29 January 2007 10:16      

This one has spinach (yum).

Hot Spinach Artichoke Dip

2 small (4oz) jars of marinated artichoke hearts-drained, rinsed and chopped
1 (10 oz) pkg frozen spinach-drained well with water pressed out
1/2 cup mayonnaise
1/2 cup sour cream
1 cup Parmesan cheese (or 1/2 c Parmesan and 1/2 cup mozzarella)
pinch of garlic powder

Mix together and bake at 325 for 30 minutes. Serve warm on (crackers) legal
dipping things (celery, cheese chips, jicama, etc.) Or stuff into mushroom
caps top with Parmesan and bake until mushrooms are tender, serve warm.

mamabj

Edited by - mamabj on 2/4/2007 11:20:05 AM
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Here is a ff carb dip for the big game. Can be served w/ww pita or
wwff/tortilla.

Humus (Chick Peas)

2 cups canned chick peas, drained or the same amount fresh cooked
2/3 cups tahini (omit for level one)
3/4 cup lemon juice
2 cloves mashed garlic
1 t salt
1/4 t cumin
parsley for garnish

Place chick peas, tahina, lemon juice, garlic, salt and cumin in food processor.
Mix until smooth. Refrigerate.

Just before serving sprinkle chopped parsley on top.
Here is the info from the FAQ's so you can make your own decision.
ARE SESAME SEEDS ALLOWED? Sesame seeds have carbohydrate and fat, so
technically they are a Funky Food. They only create a slight imbalance. If you
are doing well on Level One, you probably will not have a problem if you
decide to include a few with your Pro/Fat & Veggie meals, or with your Carbo
meals. Tahini is a puree of sesame seeds and should be treated similarly.

Edited by - mamabj on 2/3/2007 10:13:01 AM
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wired_foxterror Posted - 13 December 2007 6:54      

APPLE CHIPS

3 cups water
1 cup sugar substitute (I use W L)
1 vanilla bean, split
Very thinly sliced unpeeled sweet-tart cooking apples

Bring water and sugar to a simmer and add the scraped out seeds of
the vanilla bean. Add apples to syrup and cook until translucent, a few
minutes.

Preheat oven to 200 degrees. Drain and carefully place apples
individually in rows on a baking pan lined with nonstick baking mat or
cooking parchment. Dry in oven until chewy-crisp for about an hour.

Foxye
Somersizing since 01/03
230/165/165

Visit my blog at www.wiredfoxterror.blogspot.com

A smile is a curve that sets everything straight.
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I haven't tried this yet but it sounds good. I got it from lowcarbfriends.com.
Ingredients: 
4 small cloves garlic
1 cup red wine vinegar
1/2 tsp black pepper 
Skins from 4 chickens.—(Sometimes the soft skins may be removed from
chicken that is already cooked.)
Olive oil
Salt to taste

How To Prepare: In the blender, combine the garlic, vinegar and pepper
and process on low until the garlic is pureed. Transfer to a baggie that can
be sealed. Cut the skin from the chickens in one inch wide strips using a
sharp knife, and then cut these strips into 2 inch slabs. Add the skins to
the mixture in the baggie. Stir periodically to coat and marinate. Chill for at
least 8 hours or overnight
Remove the skins from the marinade and pat dry with a paper towel.
In a large skillet or wok, pour olive oil to the depth of about 1/4 inch and
heat over medium-high heat until hot. In batches, cook the skins for about
5 minutes, until crispy. Drain on paper towels. Sprinkle with salt and serve
warm.

Note: The skin from any other fowl could be substituted.
Number of Servings: 4
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horsegalzmom Posted - 19 April 2007 11:55      

does anyone what peanut butter is allowed on level one if at all!
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Twiggy88 Posted - 17 September 2003 7:16      

Crispy Pepperoni chips/crackers

Take slices of deli pepperoni (the small amount of dextrose in the pepperoni
should not affect your weight loss).
Place plate and microwave on high until crispy. Keep an eye on it as it does
not take long to get crispy.

***twiggy88

Edited by - twiggy88 on 10/27/2003 10:10:13 AM

Edited by - twiggy88 on 11/29/2006 3:51:02 PM
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pennie2001 Posted - 20 June 2007 20:2      

I've been looking for a brand of sugar free, full fat ice cream...but I've not
been able to find it here in Dallas. Any suggestions?
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pennie2001 Posted - 19 June 2007 15:18      

I'm new to somersizing.....can any flavor of pork rinds be eatin on Level 1
or are plain ones the only kind allowed?
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qwerky79 Posted - 26 May 2004 7:57      

My boyfriend and I are going on a 6 hour road trip and I was wondering if
anyone has any suggestions of SS snacks I can make that keep in the car
well?
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ADLG22 Posted - 7 October 2003 20:55      

i know this subject was touched upon a while ago. could anyone help me with
snacks for my kid? my 16 year old has asked me to help her lose weight. it
has been hard giving her snacks for school. any ideas other than the one
posted? she is too picky!!!
thanks, dora
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MrsBauck Posted - 11 February 2004 12:20      

I hadn't heard of provolone chips before this morning (although I am
familiar with cheese crackers).

So this afternoon I experimented. With just 3 slices of provolone left in the
fridge, I made the first one plain and added Pampered Chef Italian
Seasoning to the second (before nuking). The seasoned one was really
good!

So I got really creative and sprinkled cinnamon on the 3rd. When it was
done, I sprinkled some Splenda on top. YUMM!! I can imagine having those
with some decaf tea in the afternoons!

The only way to get 100% pure meat protein is to get it from Mother
Nature. Hunt!!
127/123/115
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Blue
Sky

Posted - 10 November 2003 19:17      

Cinnamon Crispas

Ingredients: 
1 bag (3-4 oz.) plain pork rinds 
15 pkgs Splenda (equal to about 2/3 c sugar)
4 tablespoons unsalted butter 
1 tablespoon cinnamon 
Drizzle melted butter over the rinds or put in a plastic bag and shake 
well to coat. Mix Splenda and cinnamon in a paper bag, then drop pork rinds 
into bag and shake, shake, shake!

If they become soft or soggy later, put them in a warm oven and let them
crisp
up again.

***Note, not my original recipe - copied from previous posting. It was being
requested again in another thread so I'm re-posting.
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Twinkle Posted - 3 November 2003 12:46      

If your looking for a great sub for doritos, this is it. It is from the old boards. 
Original poster~ Ruth

Layer your favorite cheese, "not white American, it burns" in large nonstick
frying pan. Stir over med. heat like scrambled eggs till completely melted.
Allow to brown lightly on one side then flip like pancake to lightly brown other
side.

After flipping you can sprinkle either small amount of taco or chili packet onto
cheese and flip a second time for just a few seconds to cook flavor into
cheese crunchies. Remove from pan to several layers of paper towels, "not
Viva they stick."

Allow to cool completely. Cut into strips, squares, or for us Dorito junkies
triangles.

They are best served within 24hrs after cooking, but seem to keep well for
days unrefrigerated. They are fantastic for those late evening munchies. They
are my new addiction and Doritos would be hard pressed to say they are
cheesier. I highly recommend using extra sharp white cheddar! They are the
best! 
:):):):)

Twinkle, Twinkle little star how I wonder what you are...
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Canadiansweetpea Posted - 22 August 2005 20:15      

If any of you own a food dehyfrator try drying zucchini slices. You
don't need to salt them or add spices at all. As they dry they get
salty and you can leave them in the food dryer until they get crisp.
And they're legal

I never met a chocolate I didn't like.
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sugarbelle Posted - 20 April 2007 9:6      

Ok, I know they're not the classiest snack, but they are Legal L1!!
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rowdyinwi Posted - 22 March 2007 12:29      

Same concept as the Cinnamon Crispas

1 bag pork rinds(plain)
1 stick butter
1 pkg Ranch DIP mix
Preheat oven to 300
Melt butter, let cool slightly.
Mix pork rinds in butter to completely coat,
Put 1/2 of mix into a paper bag, pour in buttered rinds, pour 2nd 1/2 of mix
in and SHAKE, SHAKE, SHAKE... SHAKE YOUR PORKIES, SHAKE YOUR
PORKIES. Sung to Shake your Booty
Ahem, now...
Spread porkies on foil-lined cookie sheet and bake 10-15 mins, until
crunchy again.
Store in a freezer bag.
Yummy with dips, sour crm or just alone. Use inplace of bread crumbs!
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L.B. Posted - 24 January 2007 18:37      

Does anyone know of a way to make 'pickles'? I have always really enjoyed
munching on the sweet pickles, but they are loaded with sugar, so have not
had them in a while, but am finding that I'm craving them...
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SinginSOMERSong Posted - 22 February 2007 21:37      

I used these to go with brown rice this week:

U-Need~~~
whole wheat fat free tortillas
fresh garlic
sprinkle of salt
2-3 Tbs water
pastry brush
kitchen shears
wide blade knife
pizza stone (or other pan)
oven preheated to 400 degrees

What To Do:
Stack tortillas and cut in half, then cut the halves into 3 wedge
sections. Crush garlic clove on a cutting board with the side of a
wide blade knife and sprinkle lightly with salt... continue smashing
garlicwith salt. (the salt helps pick up the oil from the garlic). Scoop
the garlic/salt into a teesy bowl with the water. Use pastry brush to
paint one side of each tortilla wedge. Place wet side up on baking
stone or pan. Bake 6 to 8 mins or until crisp. Watch these so they
don't burn! Serve as snacks or with acarb meal such as a vegie
brown rice or vegie soup, or carb chili. The result is a lightly
flavored crisp chip. ~~~ Singin'
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Slimmin'
Sue

Posted - 19 February 2007 13:1      

Okay..I read this in a magazine last night so had to try it today. It would be
a carbo, level one, I think. The magazine article said to sprinkle the tortilla
with fake sugar and cinnamon and put it under the broiler for a few seconds,
or in the oven to toast it till crispy. I tried the broiler and also sprayed on
some of that becel topping and cooking spray which has 0 calories, 0 fat, 0
carbs, 0 protein. It does say it MAY have traces of milk products, but I figure
it's worth the risk. 
Anyways, after you adjust to the 'sugar' taste, they aren't bad.

Sometimes being a loser is a good thing!!
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bettynotsuzy Posted - 2 October 2003 16:27      

my favorite dip to eat with pork rinds or pepperoni chips is spinach dip. i
make it in the mocrowave with frozen spinach, cream cheese and onion
and maybe a little adobo seasoning. yummmmm.........

"cleaning your house while your kids are still growing is like shovelling
the walk before it stops snowing." phylis diller
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mamabj Posted - 29 January 2007 10:7      

Here is a possibility for the big game.

Warm Artichoke Dip

14 ounce can artichoke hearts
1 cup Parmesan cheese
1/2 cup mayonnaise
1/2 cup sour cream
8 ounces cream cheese
garlic salt; to taste
dill weed; to taste
paprika

Drain and chop artichoke hearts finely and set aside. Mix remaining
ingredients until smooth and creamy. Add artichoke hearts and mix well.
Place in long shallow dish that has been greased or sprayed with non-stick
spray. Sprinkle with paprika. Bake at 375 F. for approximately 20-25
minutes, or until bubbly and brown. Serve with cheese chips or celery or
other legal items.
Keep warm while serving. Of course for those not SSng regular Ritz or Wheat
Thins can be used, whatever they like.

mamabj
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a919 Posted - 18 March 2004 7:29      

I have heard there is a snack recipe for cinnamon pork rinds. Can anyone tell
me how to fix these?
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RS1970 Posted - 22 December 2006 21:8      

Today I thought I'd try goat cheese as a cracker.

As you know goat cheese has an extremely strong smell and is pretty sharp in
taste so I wasn't sure how it would taste as a cracker but to my surprise I
loved it. It is a fairly soft cheese so when I laid it on the plate it spread out
evenly, bubbled up and turned to a wonderful golden crisp. I microwaved it
for about 80 seconds..my microwave is old though and takes longer to cook
then others. Surprisingly it lost that sharp strong taste after I microwaved it
and has just the right taste for a cracker 
(not too sharp and not too bland)

I cant wait to try tuna fish or spinach dip on these!

Rita
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Basket61 Posted - 28 November 2006 14:20      

I ordered these and there are lots of bags in an order, but they are not my
cup of tea. I'd love to swap for another product or work out a trade. Anyone
interested?

Basket61
terilb61@insightbb.com
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1goodfriend Posted - 30 April 2005 22:2      

I take a rectangular GLASS pan, spray it with PAM, then lay about 4-5
ROUND pieces (not cut up, as in the other recipe), place a piece of waxed
paper over it to prevent any stuff from forming on the top of your
microwave....

THen..nuke it for about 4-5 minutes until it looks golden brown and
lacy.....take out, turn out onto a cutting board...let slightly cool, then
break apart for "chips".

This is a great way to make a BUNCH of chips all at once with little to NO
effort.

For the taco shells.....just spray a glass plate with Pam, lay the ONE slice
of provolone and nuke for about 2 minutes till golden brown and
lacy....then IMMEDIATELY remove and form into a taco shell shape!

SO EASY!!!

Enjoy!

~Peggy
Started Ssing 09/01
158/135/130

"I can do everything through Him who gives me strength" 
Philippians 4:13
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csckc Posted - 17 November 2006 7:36      

how much is too much snacking during the day
i fell like i am really hungry (this is my first week back on track in about a
year)
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CP9293 Posted - 10 November 2006 6:20      

I thought pumpernickel was allowed, however these pretzels have wheat flour
and rye flour in the first two ingredients. If it is only wheat flour, that would
make it not legal, right? Is it just this one that isn't good pumpernickel?

Thanks, Claudia :)

started 5/15/06 245/210.5/155

6 Month Goal (40 lbs)- 205.0
Christmas Goal - 200.0
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mamabj Posted - 13 July 2006 10:42      

I finally found some good whole wheat pretzels. Here is the web link:

http://www.unclehenry.com/store/dept.asp?
dept%5Fid=7&mscssid=VPTR8TDJGKNC9HAWL68K2S3UDVAQ4KD6

Hope you enjoy1

mamabj
250/189
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Peca27 Posted - 15 May 2006 16:10      

Ingredients: 
4-oz cream cheese 
3 eggs 
1/3 cup cream 
1/4 cup grated parmesan cheese (canned will work)
1/2 tsp. oregano 
1/4 tsp. garlic powder 
2 cups mixed italian cheese 
1/4 cup pizza sauce without sugar
1 cup of mozzarella cheese 
Desired pizza toppings, pepporoni, mushrooms etc..
Cooking Instructions: 
Preheat oven to 375 Beat together cream cheese and eggs til smooth. Add
cream, parm cheese,and spices and mix again. Spray oblong casserole dish
with PAM. Sprinkle 2 cups italian cheeses into dish and pour egg mixture over
it. Bake at 375 for about 20 minutes. Let stand for 5 minutes. Spread on
pizza sauce, sprinkle 1 cup of mozarella cheese and pile with your favorite
toppings. Then sprinkle with more parm cheese. Return to oven and bake til
bubbly and browning. Allow to stand 10 minutes before cutting.

The Deep Dish Pizza is AWESOME! You can fool even NON SS'ers into believing
they are eating real pizza. Enjoy 

Let's finally take this weight off.
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Dsgrimmy Posted - 9 November 2004 8:26      

HAS ANYONE MADE CHIPS FROM RADISHES. I TRIED LAST NIGHT, BUT
THEY DIDNT GET CRISPY. I PUT THIN SLICES INTO HOT OIL, WHAT DID I
DO WRONG?
THANKS, DONNA
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twylite Posted - 12 October 2005 9:27      

i just saw beebee1's recipe for corned beef cheese spread and it reminded me
of the cheese ball my mom makes.

Dried Beef and Cream Cheese Ball

2 8 oz. packages of cream cheese, softened
1 small jar of dried beef (looks like deli sliced beef, but dried and in a clear
jar)
about 2-3 green onions
accent seasoning

put all beef in processor and pulse till you have small pieces (maybe rice
sized), remove half of beef and save off to the side on a small plate. add
green onions to processor and pulse till beef and onion mix is tiny tiny.
mix onion/beef with cream cheese and accent to taste (maybe 1/4 tsp.) it's
easiest to use your hands at this point, mix well and form into a ball. roll ball
on reserved beef to coat the ball and chill. it's not a fancy, compicated recipe,
but it's awefully tasty with either crackers or veggies...one of my favorite
things she makes for her holiday buffet. now if only i could somehow ss her
meatball recipe, i think i'm on a mission!!
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IWedRich Posted - 15 September 2006 11:15      

My 16 yr old son loves these so they don't last for long!

Thinly slice (I keep skin on) squash. Round or longways works! Heat peanut
oil (or favorite cooking oil) to a sizzling temp. Toss in squash by handfuls.
They shrink and separate as they cook. When edges start to turn golden flip
over. When completely golden remove to a paper towel. Sprinkle with
Lawry's of Chef's Mate All purpose seasoning. They crisp as they cool. They
are delicious!

Next time I make I am going to try sprinkling with cinnamon/sweetener
combo! 

Lovin' Jesus and Lovin' Life!
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erjen_lower Posted - 14 March 2006 14:42      

There used to be a recipe for this. DOes anyone have it. I already
searched for it.

Jenn
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Grace
Barse

Posted - 4 March 2005 12:4      

Saw this in ny Kraft food & family magazine that came today. I tried making
these from Suzannes' recipe using a fry pan but they were always messy.
These bake in the oven, but you need to be fast turning them over. And the
recipe says bake 5 min first side but that was too long in my oven. Had a
time cleaning thebaking sheet too. May use parchment next time.

1 cup grated parmesan cheese
2 tsp finely chopped fresh rosemary.

heat oven to 400 degrees. mix together the cheese & rosemary. Place 1 tbsp
cheese mixture on a slightly greased baking sheet; spread sllightly to flatten.
Place 1' apart & bake 5 min .Turn crisp side over and bake 1 more minute.
cool on wire rack. This is suppoose to make 16. I only got 15 tho.
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thinkpositive Posted - 3 February 2006 13:44      

Are pork rinds (the crunchy kind) legal?

YOUR THOUGHTS CREATE YOUR TRUTH
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DebB Posted - 27 March 2006 21:21      

I was asked to post what I have so far. I've only made a couple batches of
these and I was impressed that they actually did get crispy. I didn't follow any
one of these exactly - but you can get the general idea ~ I just messed
around with all 3 recipes. Note - the bottom recipe says it will take 6-8 hours.
This depends on how thin your apple slices are. You'll just have to keep an
eye on them. Mine only took a couple hours in the oven.

Cinnamon Apple Crisps

2 small red apples, sliced paper thin 
2 TBSP cinnamon and Splenda mix

Preheat oven to 200F. 
Line a baking sheet with parchment paper. 
Place apple slices in a single layer on the paper. 
Sprinkle with cinnamon and Splenda mixture. 
Bake until lightly browned, about 2 hours. 
Cool on a wire rack and serve.

Cook’s Tips
I used my Pampered Chef Apple Corer/Slicer/Peeler to make the apple slices.
It was fast and easy. However, an apple corer an a mandolin could be just as
quick.

http://theweekendchef.exit-23.net/20050528/cinnamon-apple-crisps/
.........................................

Apple Chips

6 tablespoons confectioners' sugar (use a legal sweetener)
2 Granny Smith Apples 

Preheat oven to 225 degrees and line 2 large baking sheets with parchment
paper. 
Sift 3 tablespoons confectioners' sugar evenly onto lined baking sheets. With a
mandoline or other slicer cut apples crosswise into paper-thin slices. Arrange
apple slices in one layer on sheets and sprinkle evenly with remaining 3
tablespoons confectioners' sugar. Bake slices in upper and lower thirds of
oven, switching position of sheets half-way through baking, 2 1/4 hours total,
or until slices are pale golden and starting to crisp. Immediately peel apple
chips off parchment and cool on a rack.

Tips: Apple chips keep in an airtight container at room temperature for 2
weeks. Recommended for garnish on ice creams and apple desserts or as a
crisp, cookie-like accompaniment.

Food Network
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......................................
Apple Chips - food down under

4 medium Golden Delicious apples
sweetener to equal 2 tablespoons sugar
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon

Method : 
Peel, core and slice apples into 1/8- to 1/4-inch-thick rounds. (Davis uses a
hand-cranked device that peels, cores and slices the apples in one operation.) 
As the apples are sliced, put them in salt water (about 2 teaspoons salt to 4
cups water) to keep the slices from turning dark. In a separate bowl, mix
together sugar and cinnamon. 
Rinse salt water off the apple slices, but don't dry them. Spread slices, one
layer thick, on dehydrator racks and sprinkle cinnamon sugar on them. Dry in
an electric dehydrator 10 to 12 hours until slices are crispy. 
Variation: The drying can also be done on racks in an oven, with the door
slightly ajar and temperature at 200 degrees. This may take 6 to 8 hours. Dry
until slices are as crisp as you like.

Recipe # 6019 @ fooddownunder.com
.....................................

Started Somersizing 2-01
Our favorite Tried & True SS recipes:
http://recipecircus.com/recipes/SomersizinDebB/
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rockswife Posted - 26 June 2006 8:56      

I know that someone has already mentioned the frying cheese, but I'm
telling you, this stuff is fantastic! I tried it for the first time last night. I
normally use just regular mozzarella or the string cheese and fry it in a non-
stick skillet, but I noticed that it is VERY oily. The frying cheese isn't at all
oily, and it holds together. This stuff is great for a quick snack or if you're
like me, waiting until the last minute to fix something when I'm starving and
will grab something no-so-healthy if I'm not careful. I'll eat this then fix
dinner. You can find this cheese next to chorizo sausage in the meat
department! At least, that's where I found it. The cheese gets golden brown
on the outside, and the inside is gooey. Mmmmmmmmmmmm!!!!! I could
fry two big slices of this, and spread some pesto in between and have a
sandwich! Or how about putting some ham in between the slices with some
spicy mustard? Oooooh oooohh, how about a reverse cheeseburger? Yeah,
baby! Now we're talkin'!

RockswifeNoMo

Debbie M. in Atlanta
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mamabj Posted - 16 June 2006 8:10      

1/4 c flax meal
2 T soy protein isolate
1 T splenda
1/2 t vanilla
1 t water

Combine ingredients and enough water so that mixture resembles cookie
dough. If too much water was added, let stand for a few minutes and it will
dry out a bit. Roll out 1/3 of the dough on a pice of foil paper or cookie
sheet. I aimed for paper thin for crisper chips. Using a pizza cutter or butter
knife, carefully mark square shapes (or any shape preferred) without going
through the foil. Bake at 300F-150C for 10-15 minutes. Keep a constant
watch of the first batch as they tend to brown quickly. Break the chips at the
knife marks into small pices. Repeat for rest of the dough.
The # of servings depends on how thin and how large each chip is. I get
about 50 chips with trace carbs, calories 2 each. You can make variations by
adding a bit of butter for a richer taste or some connamon and extra splenda.

This was from the australian site, no name included.

mamabj
250/189
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db1944 Posted - 13 June 2006 18:17      

Help!!! What am I doing wrong? I put a 
3-1/2" X 3-1/2" piece of Cheddar (about sandwich size)on parchment paper
and microwaved it for 5 minutes, 1 minute at a time and it browned a little. I
took it out and cooled it and it never got crispy. It was chewy...tasted good
but very chewy. How do you get it crisp??
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mamabj Posted - 16 June 2006 7:26      

Here's a new cheese snack. This is from an Australian site.

1 lb gouda cheese
3 eggs beaten
2 T chopped green onions
2 T chopped green pepper
1/4 t dried dill week

Mix all in medium bowl; pour into ungreased 8-inch square baking pan.

Bake 350 until puffed and lightly browned, 25-30 minutes.

Cool several minutes; cut into squares.
Hope you enjoy

mamabj
250/189
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mamabj Posted - 16 June 2006 7:29      

1 bag pork rinds (3 oz)
3 T melted butter
salt and pepper to taste
1 t Italian seasoning
1/2 t onion powder
1/2 t garlic powder
4 T grated Parmesan cheese

Break larger rinds in half and place in large Ziploc bag.
Combine butter, spices and cheese.
Pour batter mix over rinds, seal bag, and shake until the rinds are well
coated. Pour rinds onto a baking sheet.
Bake 300F for about 10 minutes or until dry and crunchy. Serve plain or with
a dish of marinara sauce for dipping.

mamabj
250/189
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manda318 Posted - 13 November 2004 17:1      

this is something that my grandma used to make me all the time when i
was little. you peel a cucumber, slice into rounds and lay into a casserole
dish. pour over any kind of vinegar you like and season w/salt and pepper
and a touch of sweetener if you like. it's totally simple, and totally
delicious! :)

manda :)

Edited by - manda318 on 11/13/2004 5:02:22 PM
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I discovered a great way to have super nachos. I made some cheese
crackers with slices of provolone cheese. Broke up into pieces. Topped with
cooked chicken (or use beef if you prefer). I sprinkled with some shredded
jalepeno cheese & Mexican blend cheeses. Zapped in microwave until
shredded cheese melted. Topped with jalepeno slices, legal salsa & sour
cream. The cheese crackers stayed pretty crunchy/chewy while the shredded
cheese was all melted & gooey.

I made up some at work & even the non ss'ers were impressed. This is
definitely a keeper. I am thinking I could use this provolone cheese cracker
as a base for a personal size pizza. Just think of the possibilities....
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mizztucker Posted - 12 May 2004 22:27      

Does anyone remember the recipe from the old boards for pepperoni
Cups? I have a party coming up and I would like to try this recipe. Please
post if you have.

Also, please post any hints, tips on this recipe too.

Many, many thanks!!!!
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JKK Posted - 30 December 2004 9:37      

Moderator Note: This recipe is ALMOST LEVEL ONE, CARBS

I tried this last night and it was good, previously I was just dipping them in
chocolate , but was a little messy , like these much better!
1. I just melted some Russel Stover Chocolate chips (the Net Carb ones
or/other SF chocolate) then added some Fat Free milk to smooth it out. 
2. Then Take the Mini Shredded Wheat(or- Wheat & Bran) Squares 
and dip one side in the melted chocolate and layer onto a baking sheet lined
with wax paper and let cool.
(I actually put mine in the fridge)

* I just eyeballed the amount of Chocolate Chips. & the shredded wheat
squares enough to finish all the chocolate 
something crunchy and chocolate ! 
I will probably take these to the movies with me next time . Also good with a
glass of FF milk. :)

Edited by - ForumModerator on 2/27/2005 12:11:48 PM
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toto2 Posted - 18 November 2003 17:26      

Hi everyone,

I have been craving something like pretzels, so I think I've found a legal way
to have them.

Ingredients:
3 packets of yeast
3 3/4 cups warm water
a pinch of equal or somersweet
6 tsp salt
12 - 15 cups whole wheat flour (enough to make the dough unsticky- 12 cups
worked for me)

Mix all of the ingredients and knead for 10 minutes. Place in a bowl, cover,
and set in a warm place until it doubles. (about an hour) Take a glob of
dough, about the size of a deck of cards, and roll it between your hands to
form an 18 inch rope that is pinky finger thickness. They really puff as they
cook, so make them thinner than you think you should. Twist the rope into a
pretzel shape. Pinch the ends to the rest of the pretzel and also pinch where it
crosses. 8 pretzels fit well on a cookie sheet, so have enough ready to fill
your cookie sheets before you do the next step.

In a large pot, boil 4 cups of water with 4 tsp baking soda. I had to add
another 4 cups of water and more baking soda because I didn't have the
pretzels ready. It still worked.

Place 3 pretzels at a time in the water and boil for 1 minute or until they
float. Remove with a spatula, allow water to drain off, and place on a cookie
sheet. Sprinkle with coarse salt. Bake at 475 for 12 minutes. Remove to a
wire rack immediately to cool. These can be frozen. To reheat- 200 degrees
for a few minutes if room temperaure, 350 degrees for 5 minutes if frozen.
This makes about 30 pretzels. I would imagine you could take 1/3 of each
ingredient to make less pretzels. I hope you like them!

toto2 :o)
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1goodfriend Posted - 2 April 2006 18:38      

HI....I am looking for any reviews on Suzanne's book with all the
appetizer recipes. Anyone?

~Peggy
Started Ssing 09/01
158/135/130

"I can do everything through Him who gives me strength" 
Philippians 4:13
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ThinnerGranny Posted - 18 April 2005 13:30      

What happened to the recipe for the Faux Cinnamon & Sugar Crunchy
Munchies - can someone send it please? Thank you!

Helen
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mommystamps Posted - 22 March 2006 9:35      

I will be traveling to Dallas for work. I will be staying in a hotel and I
won't have a fridge. I need snack ideas besides fruit and pork rinds
that don't need to be refrigerated.

Vici
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mjlibbey Posted - 25 May 2005 9:40      

Hi! I came up with this recipe, while trying to make a carb corn bread. The
corn bread was awful, but at least it tasted like corn. Several days after, I
started thinking about corn chips. After many batches, this is the end result.
If anyone has other suggestions for spices, please feel free to post them.
Hope everyone enjoys these. Mary

CORN CHIPS (mjlibbey)
(carb-level one)

3 cups amaranth flour
3 cups buckwheat flour
3 cups quinoa flour
2 teaspoons salt
2 teaspoons garlic powder
1 teaspoon cumin
1 teaspoon chili powder
1 teaspoon baking powder
3 cups of water or vegetable broth

Mix dry ingredients together, then add water or broth. Mix well until
combined. Wrap dough in plastic wrap and refrigerate. 
When ready to make chips, preheat oven to 350*. Roll out as much dough as
you want, very thin, on a lightly floured surface. Cut into triangles with a
knife or pizza cutter. Place on baking sheets that are covered with parchment
paper. Bake for 7 to 10 minutes. Watch these closely. They can burn easily.
Dip into salsa.

NOTE: To add some zip, add hot sauce to the water or broth before mixing
with dry ingredients.
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caminlaca Posted - 25 February 2006 15:11      

I've tried garlic powder and/or chili powder, sometimes cayenne, sometimes
a teeny bit of salt...and then there's plain. So far I've yet to hit on a combo
that really piques my tastebuds. What do you do to yours to make them
yummy?

cam
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Smilford Posted - 28 February 2006 10:32      

What are some snack foods you all enjoy?

"Color your days bright!"
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mocha125 Posted - 30 November 2005 12:51      

I've been reading about jicama and jicama chips, and it sounds great! I
could eat potato chips 24/7 and not give a thought to anything sugary or
sweet.

But I was curious, is jicama Level One and is it considered a veggie, carb,
or pro-fat?

Thanks.
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julsiefritz Posted - 24 January 2006 11:42      

Has anyone else tried this cheese... it is so..... Yummy! Great snack
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beebee1 Posted - 11 October 2005 8:38      

Corned Beef Cheese Spread
1 8 oz pkg cream cheese
2 T cream
1 T Worcestershire sauce
1/2 t garlic powder
1/4 t hot sauce
1 12 oz can corned beef
1 T dried parsley

Blend softened cream cheese with cream until mix is smooth. Flake unchilled
corned beef with fork & blend into cheese mixture. Mix in rest of ingredients.

Good with veggies or cheese crackers. I like to spread on lettuce leaf & roll
up.

Edited by - beebee1 on 10/11/2005 12:08:09 PM
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AmyFarkle Posted - 17 May 2005 11:31      

Veggie Chips
Level 1

2 - 3 lbs assorted root vegetables, such as radishes, turnips, parsnips,
rutabagas - peeled and sliced as thinly as possible
Salt
Cooking spray

Sprinkle the vegetables lightly but evenly with salt and allow to
stand at room temperature for 30 minutes. Rinse in cold water and dry
completely with paper towels. Spray a baking sheet lightly with the
cooking spray and arrange the sliced vegetables in a single layer on
the sheet. Spray the vegetables lightly with cooking spray and bake
in a preheated 275° oven for 40 to 60 minutes. Check the
vegetables frequently and remove them as they are dry. They will
become more crisp as they cool. Season with salt and store in an
airtight container for up to two weeks. Makes about 4 to 6 cups
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Nutmeg Posted - 29 January 2005 5:14      

Hi everyone, I recently got a job at a doctor's office and we have a small frig.
I'm struggling to come up with Somersized snacks for my day. Any
suggestions?
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SinginSOMERSong Posted - 29 April 2004 15:29      

2 cups shredded mini wheats ( plain )
1/2 to 3/4 Cup sf syrup 
1/4 to 1/2 tsp. vanilla extract
sprinkle salt ( optional )

Preheat oven to 350. Heat the sf syrup in a microwave safe bowl
for 20 seconds. Add the vanilla and salt (if desired). Add the mini
wheats and toss over and over to coat. Pour onto a non stick liner
sheet on a cookie sheet and bake 10 minutes. Use a metal spatula
to turn over. Turn off the oven, but leave the cereal in for another
20-25 minutes. Remove to a plastic baggie or a lidded container
....or "scarf 'em down right away out of your favorite snack bowl!

** I haven't tried it yet, but a touch of butter flavoring may be
good! Experiment with a tablespoon of the heated syrup that has
the vanilla added and add a drop or 2 of the butter flavoring ...dip
in a mini wheat and taste to see if it is something you might like
on the whole batch. If you DO like it...just add about 1/8-1/4 tsp
of the butter flavoring to the rest of the vanilla spiked syrup, toss
with the cereal and bake as described above.

I tried adding cinnamon....ECK! (do't waste your time)! You may or
may not like a little citrus flavor with this for variety...so to try
it...grate a little fresh orange peel and sample as described to see if
it is worthy of your snack bowl. Again...if you do like it...add about
1 tsp of the grated zest ( orange part only please / white makes
bitter!)...then toss and bake as described. Munch out SSers! 
PS. I am guessing there are other cereals you could combine in
equal parts and still be legal....maybe a bran square or
something...but another type of legal cereal would add to the
interest/variety.

SSers Are Happier PPL!

Edited by - singinSomersong on 4/29/2004 6:03:16 PM
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KatyJ Posted - 19 June 2005 12:50      

I've seen a lot of posts where people are having a hard time making the
cheese chips. I personally always use shreaded or thinly sliced provolone or
Monetery Jack (my favorite). I either heat them up on my nonstick skillet in 3
inch diameter circles or my electric griddle works best. You can get your
spatula in to flip easier. When using shredded cheese be sure to place in a
thin layer. I think the problem most people are having might be turning them
too soon. You have to wait till they are brown and theres barely any white left
on top, then flip. enough with the chips. for dip. i mix sour cream with taco
seasoning and hot sauce. SOOOO GOOD!! everyone should try this. because
the cheese chips can be dry and salty. but the sour cream dip is the perfect
balance. Try it and let me know how you like it!! =) Have a great day
everyone! =)

Do today what others dont, and tomorrow have what others wont.
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curvalicious Posted - 17 July 2005 17:56      

Hi I will be going into 7th grade in August and have just started
Somersizing. I was wondering if their was anything i could pack in my
lunch besides a salad that would not take that long to prepare!
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karma Posted - 16 September 2003 22:1      

Place slice of american cheese on parchment paper and microwave for 1 min-
out will pop a great cheese-it, perfect over salads for a crunch, crumbled over
soups, topped with tuna or egg salad, or using as a dipper for your favorite
dip.
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mschumacher Posted - 29 December 2004 22:22      

I found a recipe for these today using shredded wheat but I forgot to
copy it and of course now I can't find it. Anyone out there have this?
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phoffer Posted - 20 March 2005 15:33      

fresh mozzarella cheese Ball
Classico Tomato and Basil Sauce

Just slice the mozzarella cheese into nice
thick slices and heat the sauce and pour
over top of cheese slices,

This is a fast treat, and really helps curb
that craving for something Italian and I
like it because I love deep fried mozzarella
sticks which are funky with breading, so I
really enjoy this.

Patricia Hoffer
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darlajd Posted - 26 March 2005 13:16      

I just recently got Suzanne's deep fryer. Tried to make the mozzerella sticks,
but do not know what she dips them in to get the parmesian breading to
stick? How do you make these things! Help, I have oil everywhere???
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Twiggy88 Posted - 17 September 2003 7:51      

Crispy Cheese chips/crackers

Place small slices of mozarella cheese on parchment paper, or an oiled
plate, or on the shiny side of freezer paper.
Microwave on high until crispy. Takes less than 3 min. Keep an eye on it,
remove from microwave when it starts to turn brown.
Sprinkle with garlic salt and paprika.
Note: Experiment with your favorite cheeses.

***twiggy88

Edited by - twiggy88 on 10/27/2003 10:09:50 AM

Edited by - twiggy88 on 11/29/2006 3:50:28 PM
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shortcutie02 Posted - 24 May 2005 22:29      

Hi, does anyone have a recipe for Cheese Crackers?

Sincerely Amanda
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CHRISLIE
JL

Posted - 27 April 2005 7:34      

I printed a recipe off of this website some time ago for "Buckeye Candy",
but have since lost it. If anyone out there could reprint this recipe for me, it
would be greatly appreciated. My mother has just been diagnosed diabetic
and I myself follow a low carb diet and we need great snack ideas. Thank
you in advance for your help.
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RS1970 Posted - 26 April 2005 9:52      

I love the cheese chips so much I've been experimenting with different
cheeses and seasonings, not sure if anyone has tried and posted this already
but I'd like to share...

Pizza Cracker..

I use the dixie paper plates cause they have a wax coating and a little spritz
of Pam..

I spread out a teaspoon of salsa on the plate, 3 slices of mozzerella cheese,
generous sprinkling of parmesian cheese, dash of salt and pepper,
microwaved for 90 seconds (till desired crispiness). and yummmmmmm I
loved the little speckles of tomato's mixed in it! I also tried this with pre-made
mozzerella and tomato's soaked in fresh basil and oil and that tasted
awesome too, the fresh basil gives it a great look and taste to it too! I'm
wondering how it would taste with some finely chopped dash of onions
included in this.

Rita
xoxox

145/138/120
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pregnantmama Posted - 21 March 2005 11:51      

i found the recipie on this discussion board somewhere, but
unfortunately, i do not remember where...

i tried making it. it uses 3 tablespoons olive oil to 1 head cauliflower i
think. but when i made it, it seemed like either it wasnt cooked enuf or
it burned. any suggestions?

how cooked should it be? still soft and crunchy brown on the top? or is
it supposed to be crunchy totally?

thanks for any input.
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JaneAngel Posted - 8 February 2004 4:8      

Hi,
Last night on HSN they were eating provolone chips and taco shells. The
receipe came from the receipe contest cookbook. I did order it, but I
wanted to make them today. Can someone please share the receipe with
me?Thanks...Jane
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Nutmeg Posted - 25 March 2005 17:43      

Hi all!! Does anyone have an awesome protein bar recipe they would like to
share? I prefer to make my own -- can't stand the taste of storebought!
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phoffer Posted - 7 February 2005 15:47      

How hard would it be to make veggie chips??
Would you deep fry them or bake them after
slicing very thin.????????
I was at this restaraunt over the weekend
and they served you vegetable chips instead
of potato chips and they were fantastic.
But I couldn't tell you what veggies they
were....

Patricia Hoffer

Edited by - phoffer on 2/7/2005 3:48:40 PM
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Twiggy88 Posted - 19 January 2005 10:1      

Krispy Kale Chips *** UPDATED ***

Preheat oven to 350F.

Line baking sheet with foil.

Wash, shake dry a big bunch of kale.
Remove and throw out stems.
Tear leaves into small pieces.
TAKE ONE ENVELOPE OF SS SANTA FE CHIPOTLE DRESSING AND MIX WITH
1 CUP OIL AND 1/2 CUP VINEGAR (not the package directions).
DIP KALE IN THE CHIPOTLE VINAIGRETTE TO COVER WELL (I put them in a
bowl with some of the vinaigrette and rolled it around.)
Put one layer on the baking sheet, bake 20 minutes (until very crispy, this
gets rid of the kale taste).
Remove from oven and sprinkle with salt.
Let cool.
Let me know if you like these.

For a picture of kale 
see kail at http://www.foodsubs.com/Greenckg.html#broccoli%20raab
***twiggy88
lowfat

Edited by - twiggy88 on 2/2/2006 11:38:27 AM

Edited by - twiggy88 on 11/29/2006 3:53:32 PM
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Spacebizkit Posted - 1 February 2005 7:5      

Can anyone tell me if apple chips are legal? My husband gave me a bag
for X-Mas, and I have been eyeballing them ever since, wondering if I'm
allowed to eat them. It sure would be a waste if I couldn't....they're from
my favorite organic store here in Germany and very expensive.

These chips are all natural, a mixture of sour and sweet apples, absolutely
nothing added! They've just been dried until they're as crunchy as potato
chips. They are absolutely delicious and just as addictive as potato
chips....you can't eat just one!

What do you guys think? Can I eat them?
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Grace
Barse

Posted - 18 September 2003 9:19      

Saw this in Prvention and It is almost level one.

1/2 cup part-skim ricotta cheese
1/2 tsp unsweetened cocoa 
1/4 tsp vanilla eatract
1 pk sugar substitute
dash expresso powder

Mix together ricotta,cocoa,vanilla and sugar substitute. Serve chilled .top with
expresso powder. For creamer texture, mix in blender
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Neatnik Posted - 1 December 2003 16:44      

Ok, this is not really a recipe, but thought you might enjoy it.

On a trip through Costco, they actually had a sample that I COULD HAVE!
Cheese with sun-dried tomatoes on it! The sun-dried tomatoes are the kind
packed in oil that they sell at Costco.

I couldn't believe how good it was - I immediately dashed to the sun-dried
tomatoe aisle and bought a jar. Yum!
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Rolorocks Posted - 4 August 2004 19:43      

Has anyone tried dried chick peas as a snack? My family eats a lot of mixed
nuts, and when we buy a bag of mixed roasted nuts, I notice that there are
chickpeas. The chickpeas are roasted/toasted and they are crunchy. I didn't
even know that they were chickpeas! But when I checked the ingredients, it
listed chickpeas. I was just wondering if anyone else enjoys these as a
carbos snack?

Go with your head, heart, guts, and no one else's!
best_spice@hotmail.com
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ljldragon Posted - 17 September 2004 7:34      

Just saw this recipe online at Epicurious.com and thought I'd share it.
Sounds like our pepperoni chips, only with salami and made in the oven.

Salami Crisps

24 paper-thin slices (4-inch rounds) Genoa salami (1/4 lb)

parchment paper

Put oven racks in upper and lower thirds of oven and preheat oven to 325°F.

Arrange salami slices in 1 layer on 2 large baking sheets lined with
parchment paper. Bake, switching position of sheets halfway through baking,
until edges are crisp and beginning to curl, 10 to 12 minutes. Transfer slices
to a rack to cool. (They will crisp as they cool.)
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Twiggy88 Posted - 17 September 2003 7:13      

Take one apple, core it, and slice it in pieces. Sprinkle some cinnamon on it.
Microwave on high until it's baked. Usually under 3 minutes in my
microwave

***twiggy88
lowfat

Edited by - twiggy88 on 2/2/2006 11:36:03 AM

Edited by - twiggy88 on 11/29/2006 3:49:50 PM
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	Message: Hi, I need a little advice I used to sommersize and wow I feel like an expert but my problem was what to eat protein wise that does'nt have a lot of salt in it, this is more for snacks. I am very salt sensitive, anyone else have this problem.
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	Message: Freeze a pkg of fat free whole wheat totillas.  Combine a pkg of fat free cream cheese (at room temp)tsp of worcheshire sauce1/2 tsp of accentdash of chili powder3 chopped green onions (incl. green part)Cover and chill.When you want a snack, preheat a nonstick skillet over high heat.  Place one tortilla on it and lightly toast to desired crispness on both sides.You can break into cracker size pieces and dip in the spread or spread the onion dip on the whole tortilla like a pizza.  I like this even for breakfast.
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	Message: This one has spinach (yum).  Hot Spinach Artichoke Dip2 small (4oz) jars of marinated artichoke hearts-drained, rinsed and chopped1 (10 oz) pkg frozen spinach-drained well with water pressed out1/2 cup mayonnaise1/2 cup sour cream1 cup Parmesan cheese (or 1/2 c Parmesan and 1/2 cup mozzarella)pinch of garlic powderMix together and bake at 325 for 30 minutes. Serve warm on (crackers) legal dipping things (celery, cheese chips, jicama, etc.) Or stuff into mushroom caps top with Parmesan and bake until mushrooms are tender, serve warm. mamabjEdited by - mamabj on 2/4/2007 11:20:05 AM
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	Message: Here is a ff carb dip for the big game.  Can be served w/ww pita or wwff/tortilla.Humus (Chick Peas)2 cups canned chick peas, drained or the same amount fresh cooked2/3 cups tahini (omit for level one)3/4 cup lemon juice2 cloves mashed garlic1 t salt1/4 t cuminparsley for garnishPlace chick peas, tahina, lemon juice, garlic, salt and cumin in food processor. Mix until smooth. Refrigerate.Just before serving sprinkle chopped parsley on top.Here is the info from the FAQ's so you can make your own decision. ARE SESAME SEEDS ALLOWED?  Sesame seeds have carbohydrate and fat, so technically they are a Funky Food. They only create a slight imbalance. If you are doing well on Level One, you probably will not have a problem if you decide to include a few with your Pro/Fat & Veggie meals, or with your Carbo meals. Tahini is a puree of sesame seeds and should be treated similarly.  Edited by - mamabj on 2/3/2007 10:13:01 AM
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	Message: APPLE CHIPS3 cups water1 cup sugar substitute (I use W L)1 vanilla bean, splitVery thinly sliced unpeeled sweet-tart cooking applesBring water and sugar to a simmer and add the scraped out seeds of the vanilla bean. Add apples to syrup and cook until translucent, a few minutes.Preheat oven to 200 degrees. Drain and carefully place apples individually in rows on a baking pan lined with nonstick baking mat or cooking parchment. Dry in oven until chewy-crisp for about an hour.    FoxyeSomersizing since 01/03230/165/165Visit my blog at www.wiredfoxterror.blogspot.comA smile is a curve that sets everything straight.
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	Message: I haven't tried this yet but it sounds good. I got it from lowcarbfriends.com.Ingredients: 4 small cloves garlic1 cup red wine vinegar1/2 tsp black pepper Skins from 4 chickens.—(Sometimes the soft skins may be removed from chicken that is already cooked.)Olive oilSalt to taste How To Prepare: In the blender, combine the garlic, vinegar and pepper and process on low until the garlic is pureed. Transfer to a baggie that can be sealed. Cut the skin from the chickens in one inch wide strips using a sharp knife, and then cut these strips into 2 inch slabs. Add the skins to the mixture in the baggie. Stir periodically to coat and marinate. Chill for at least 8 hours or overnightRemove the skins from the marinade and pat dry with a paper towel.In a large skillet or wok, pour olive oil to the depth of about 1/4 inch and heat over medium-high heat until hot. In batches, cook the skins for about 5 minutes, until crispy. Drain on paper towels. Sprinkle with salt and serve warm. Note: The skin from any other fowl could be substituted.Number of Servings: 4
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	Message: does anyone what peanut butter is allowed on level one if at all!    
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	Message: Crispy Pepperoni chips/crackersTake slices of deli pepperoni (the small amount of dextrose in the pepperoni should not affect your weight loss).Place plate and microwave on high until crispy.   Keep an eye on it as it does not take long to get crispy. ***twiggy88Edited by - twiggy88 on 10/27/2003 10:10:13 AMEdited by - twiggy88 on 11/29/2006 3:51:02 PM
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	Message: I've been looking for a brand of sugar free, full fat ice cream...but I've not been able to find it here in Dallas. Any suggestions?
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	Message: I'm new to somersizing.....can any flavor of pork rinds be eatin on Level 1 or are plain ones the only kind allowed?
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	Message: My boyfriend and I are going on a 6 hour road trip and I was wondering if anyone has any suggestions of SS snacks I can make that keep in the car well?
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	Message: i know this subject was touched upon a while ago. could anyone help me with snacks for my kid? my 16 year old has asked me to help her lose weight. it has been hard giving her snacks for school. any ideas other than the one posted? she is too picky!!!thanks, dora
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	Message: I hadn't heard of provolone chips before this morning (although I am familiar with cheese crackers).So this afternoon I experimented.  With just 3 slices of provolone left in the fridge, I made the first one plain and added Pampered Chef Italian Seasoning to the second (before nuking).  The seasoned one was really good!So I got really creative and sprinkled cinnamon on the 3rd.  When it was done, I sprinkled some Splenda on top.  YUMM!!  I can imagine having those with some decaf tea in the afternoons!    The only way to get 100% pure meat protein is to get it from Mother Nature.  Hunt!!127/123/115
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	Message: Cinnamon Crispas Ingredients: 1 bag (3-4 oz.) plain pork rinds 15 pkgs Splenda (equal to about 2/3 c sugar)4 tablespoons unsalted butter 1 tablespoon cinnamon Drizzle melted butter over the rinds or put in a plastic bag and shake well to coat. Mix Splenda and cinnamon in a paper bag, then drop pork rinds into bag and shake, shake, shake! If they become soft or soggy later, put them in a warm oven and let  them crispup again.***Note, not my original recipe - copied from previous posting.  It was being requested again in another thread so I'm re-posting.
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	Message: If your looking for a great sub for doritos, this is it. It is from the old boards. Original poster~ RuthLayer your favorite cheese, "not white American, it burns" in large nonstick frying pan. Stir over med. heat like scrambled eggs till completely melted. Allow to brown lightly on one side then flip like pancake to lightly brown other side. After flipping you can sprinkle either small amount of taco or chili packet onto cheese and flip a second time for just a few seconds to cook flavor into cheese crunchies. Remove from pan to several layers of paper towels, "not Viva they stick." Allow to cool completely. Cut into strips, squares, or for us Dorito junkies triangles.They are best served within 24hrs after cooking, but seem to keep well for days unrefrigerated. They are fantastic for those late evening munchies. They are my new addiction and Doritos would be hard pressed to say they are cheesier. I highly recommend using extra sharp white cheddar! They are the best! :):):):)     Twinkle, Twinkle little star how I wonder what you are...
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	Message: If any of you own a food dehyfrator try drying zucchini slices. You don't need to salt them or add spices at all. As they dry they get salty and you can leave them in the food dryer until they get crisp. And they're legal    I never met a chocolate I didn't like.
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	Message: Ok, I know they're not the classiest snack, but they are Legal L1!!
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	Message: Same concept as the Cinnamon Crispas1 bag pork rinds(plain)1 stick butter1 pkg Ranch DIP mixPreheat oven to 300Melt butter, let cool slightly.Mix pork rinds in butter to completely coat,Put 1/2 of mix into a paper bag, pour in buttered rinds, pour 2nd 1/2 of mix in and SHAKE, SHAKE, SHAKE... SHAKE YOUR PORKIES, SHAKE YOUR PORKIES. Sung to Shake your BootyAhem, now...Spread porkies on foil-lined cookie sheet and bake 10-15 mins, until crunchy again.Store in a freezer bag.Yummy with dips, sour crm or just alone. Use inplace of bread crumbs!
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	Message: Does anyone know of a way to make 'pickles'? I have always really enjoyed munching on the sweet pickles, but they are loaded with sugar, so have not had them in a while, but am finding that I'm craving them...
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	Message: I used these to go with brown rice this week:U-Need~~~whole wheat fat free tortillasfresh garlicsprinkle of salt2-3 Tbs waterpastry brushkitchen shearswide blade knifepizza stone  (or other pan)oven preheated to 400 degreesWhat To Do:Stack tortillas and cut in half, then  cut the halves into 3 wedge sections. Crush garlic clove on a cutting board with the side of a wide blade knife and sprinkle lightly with salt... continue smashing garlicwith salt. (the salt helps pick up the oil from the garlic). Scoop the garlic/salt into a teesy bowl with the  water. Use pastry brush to paint one side of each tortilla wedge. Place wet side up on baking stone or pan. Bake 6 to 8 mins or until crisp. Watch these so they don't burn!  Serve as snacks or with acarb meal such as a vegie brown rice or vegie soup, or carb chili. The result is a lightly flavored crisp chip.    ~~~ Singin'
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	Message: Okay..I read this in a magazine last night so had to try it today.  It would be a carbo, level one, I think.  The magazine article said to sprinkle the tortilla with fake sugar and cinnamon and put it under the broiler for a few seconds, or in the oven to toast it till crispy.  I tried the broiler and also sprayed on some of that becel topping and cooking spray which has 0 calories, 0 fat, 0 carbs, 0 protein.  It does say it MAY have traces of milk products, but I figure it's worth the risk. Anyways, after you adjust to the 'sugar' taste, they aren't bad.    Sometimes being a loser is a good thing!!
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	Message: my favorite dip to eat with pork rinds or pepperoni chips is spinach dip. i make it in the mocrowave with frozen spinach, cream cheese and onion and maybe a little adobo seasoning. yummmmm.........    "cleaning your house while your kids are still growing is like shovelling the walk before it stops snowing." phylis diller
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	Message: Here is a possibility for the big game.Warm Artichoke Dip14 ounce can artichoke hearts1 cup Parmesan cheese1/2 cup mayonnaise1/2 cup sour cream8 ounces cream cheesegarlic salt; to tastedill weed; to tastepaprikaDrain and chop artichoke hearts finely and set aside. Mix remaining ingredients until smooth and creamy. Add artichoke hearts and mix well. Place in long shallow dish that has been greased or sprayed with non-stick spray. Sprinkle with paprika. Bake at 375 F. for approximately 20-25 minutes, or until bubbly and brown. Serve with cheese chips or celery or other legal items.Keep warm while serving. Of course for those not SSng regular Ritz or Wheat Thins can be used, whatever they like.mamabj
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	Message: I have heard there is a snack recipe for cinnamon pork rinds.  Can anyone tell me how to fix these?    
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	Message: Today I thought I'd try goat cheese as a cracker.As you know goat cheese has an extremely strong smell and is pretty sharp in taste so I wasn't sure how it would taste as a cracker but to my surprise I loved it. It is a fairly soft cheese so when I laid it on the plate it spread out evenly, bubbled up and turned to a wonderful golden crisp. I microwaved it for about 80 seconds..my microwave is old though and takes longer to cook then others. Surprisingly it lost that sharp strong taste after I microwaved it and has just the right taste for a cracker (not too sharp and not too bland)I cant wait to try tuna fish or spinach dip on these!Rita
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	Message: I ordered these and there are lots of bags in an order, but they are not my cup of tea.  I'd love to swap for another product or work out a trade.  Anyone interested?    Basket61terilb61@insightbb.com
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	Message: I take a rectangular GLASS pan, spray it with PAM, then lay about 4-5 ROUND pieces (not cut up, as in the other recipe), place a piece of waxed paper over it to prevent any stuff from forming on the top of your microwave....THen..nuke it for about 4-5 minutes until it looks golden brown and lacy.....take out, turn out onto a cutting board...let slightly cool, then break apart for "chips". This is a great way to make a BUNCH of chips all at once with little to NO effort.For the taco shells.....just spray a glass plate with Pam, lay the ONE slice of provolone and nuke for about 2 minutes till golden brown and lacy....then IMMEDIATELY remove and form into a taco shell shape!SO EASY!!!Enjoy!     ~PeggyStarted Ssing 09/01158/135/130"I can do everything through Him who gives me strength"  Philippians 4:13
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	Message: how much is too much snacking during the dayi fell like i am really hungry (this is my first week back on track in about a year)    
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	Message: I thought pumpernickel was allowed, however these pretzels have wheat flour and rye flour in the first two ingredients.  If it is only wheat flour, that would make it not legal, right?  Is it just this one that isn't good pumpernickel?    Thanks, Claudia :)started 5/15/06 245/210.5/1556 Month Goal (40 lbs)- 205.0Christmas Goal - 200.0
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	Message: I finally found some good whole wheat pretzels.  Here is the web link:http://www.unclehenry.com/store/dept.asp?dept%5Fid=7&mscssid=VPTR8TDJGKNC9HAWL68K2S3UDVAQ4KD6Hope you enjoy1mamabj250/189
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	Message: Ingredients: 4-oz cream cheese 3 eggs 1/3 cup cream 1/4 cup grated parmesan cheese (canned will work)1/2 tsp. oregano 1/4 tsp. garlic powder 2 cups mixed italian cheese 1/4 cup pizza sauce without sugar1 cup of mozzarella cheese Desired pizza toppings, pepporoni, mushrooms etc..Cooking Instructions: Preheat oven to 375 Beat together cream cheese and eggs til smooth. Add cream, parm cheese,and spices and mix again. Spray oblong casserole dish with PAM. Sprinkle 2 cups italian cheeses into dish and pour egg mixture over it. Bake at 375 for about 20 minutes. Let stand for 5 minutes. Spread on pizza sauce, sprinkle 1 cup of mozarella cheese and pile with your favorite toppings. Then sprinkle with more parm cheese. Return to oven and bake til bubbly and browning. Allow to stand 10 minutes before cutting.The Deep Dish Pizza is AWESOME! You can fool even NON SS'ers into believing they are eating real pizza. Enjoy     Let's finally take this weight off.
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	Message: HAS ANYONE MADE CHIPS FROM RADISHES.  I TRIED LAST NIGHT, BUT THEY DIDNT GET CRISPY. I PUT THIN SLICES INTO HOT OIL, WHAT DID I DO WRONG?THANKS, DONNA
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	Message: i just saw beebee1's recipe for corned beef cheese spread and it reminded me of the cheese ball my mom makes.Dried Beef and Cream Cheese Ball2 8 oz. packages of cream cheese, softened1 small jar of dried beef (looks like deli sliced beef, but dried and in a clear jar)about 2-3 green onionsaccent seasoningput all beef in processor and pulse till you have small pieces (maybe rice sized), remove half of beef and save off to the side on a small plate. add green onions to processor and pulse till beef and onion mix is tiny tiny.mix onion/beef with cream cheese and accent to taste (maybe 1/4 tsp.) it's easiest to use your hands at this point, mix well and form into a ball. roll ball on reserved beef to coat the ball and chill. it's not a fancy, compicated recipe, but it's awefully tasty with either crackers or veggies...one of my favorite things she makes for her holiday buffet. now if only i could somehow ss her meatball recipe, i think i'm on a mission!!
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	Message: My 16 yr old son loves these so they don't last for long!Thinly slice (I keep skin on) squash. Round or longways works! Heat peanut oil (or favorite cooking oil) to a sizzling temp. Toss in squash by handfuls. They shrink and separate as they cook. When edges start to turn golden flip over. When completely golden remove to a paper towel. Sprinkle with Lawry's of Chef's Mate All purpose seasoning. They crisp as they cool. They are delicious!Next time I make I am going to try sprinkling with cinnamon/sweetener combo!     Lovin' Jesus and Lovin' Life!
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	Message: There used to be a recipe for this. DOes anyone have it. I already searched for it.Jenn    
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	Message: Saw this in ny Kraft food & family magazine that came today.  I tried making these from Suzannes' recipe using a fry pan but they were always messy. These bake in the oven, but you need to be fast turning them over. And the recipe says bake 5 min first side but that was too long in my oven. Had a time cleaning thebaking sheet too. May use parchment next time.1 cup grated parmesan cheese2 tsp finely chopped fresh rosemary.heat oven to 400 degrees. mix together the cheese & rosemary. Place 1 tbsp cheese mixture on a slightly greased baking sheet; spread sllightly to flatten. Place 1' apart & bake 5 min .Turn crisp side over and bake 1 more minute. cool on wire rack. This is suppoose to make 16. I only got 15 tho.
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	Message: Are pork rinds (the crunchy kind) legal?    YOUR THOUGHTS CREATE YOUR TRUTH
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	Message: I was asked to post what I have so far. I've only made a couple batches of these and I was impressed that they actually did get crispy. I didn't follow any one of these exactly - but you can get the general idea ~ I just messed around with all 3 recipes. Note - the bottom recipe says it will take 6-8 hours. This depends on how thin your apple slices are. You'll just have to keep an eye on them. Mine only took a couple hours in the oven.Cinnamon Apple Crisps2 small red apples, sliced paper thin 2 TBSP cinnamon and Splenda mix Preheat oven to 200F. Line a baking sheet with parchment paper. Place apple slices in a single layer on the paper. Sprinkle with cinnamon and Splenda mixture. Bake until lightly browned, about 2 hours. Cool on a wire rack and serve. Cook’s TipsI used my Pampered Chef Apple Corer/Slicer/Peeler to make the apple slices. It was fast and easy. However, an apple corer an a mandolin could be just as quick.http://theweekendchef.exit-23.net/20050528/cinnamon-apple-crisps/.........................................Apple Chips6 tablespoons confectioners' sugar (use a legal sweetener)2 Granny Smith Apples  Preheat oven to 225 degrees and line 2 large baking sheets with parchment paper. Sift 3 tablespoons confectioners' sugar evenly onto lined baking sheets. With a mandoline or other slicer cut apples crosswise into paper-thin slices. Arrange apple slices in one layer on sheets and sprinkle evenly with remaining 3 tablespoons confectioners' sugar. Bake slices in upper and lower thirds of oven, switching position of sheets half-way through baking, 2 1/4 hours total, or until slices are pale golden and starting to crisp. Immediately peel apple chips off parchment and cool on a rack. Tips: Apple chips keep in an airtight container at room temperature for 2 weeks. Recommended for garnish on ice creams and apple desserts or as a crisp, cookie-like accompaniment.Food Network......................................Apple Chips - food down under4 medium Golden Delicious applessweetener to equal 2 tablespoons sugar1/2 teaspoon cinnamonMethod : Peel, core and slice apples into 1/8- to 1/4-inch-thick rounds. (Davis uses a hand-cranked device that peels, cores and slices the apples in one operation.) As the apples are sliced, put them in salt water (about 2 teaspoons salt to 4 cups water) to keep the slices from turning dark. In a separate bowl, mix together sugar and cinnamon. Rinse salt water off the apple slices, but don't dry them. Spread slices, one layer thick, on dehydrator racks and sprinkle cinnamon sugar on them. Dry in an electric dehydrator 10 to 12 hours until slices are crispy. Variation: The drying can also be done on racks in an oven, with the door slightly ajar and temperature at 200 degrees. This may take 6 to 8 hours. Dry until slices are as crisp as you like.Recipe # 6019 @ fooddownunder.com.....................................    Started Somersizing 2-01Our favorite Tried & True SS recipes:http://recipecircus.com/recipes/SomersizinDebB/
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	Message: I know that someone has already mentioned the frying cheese, but I'm telling you, this stuff is fantastic!  I tried it for the first time last night.  I normally use just regular mozzarella or the string cheese and fry it in a non-stick skillet, but I noticed that it is VERY oily.  The frying cheese isn't at all oily, and it holds together.  This stuff is great for a quick snack or if you're like me, waiting until the last minute to fix something when I'm starving and will grab something no-so-healthy if I'm not careful.  I'll eat this then fix dinner.  You can find this cheese next to chorizo sausage in the meat department!  At least, that's where I found it.  The cheese gets golden brown on the outside, and the inside is gooey.  Mmmmmmmmmmmm!!!!!  I could fry two big slices of this, and spread some pesto in between and have a sandwich!  Or how about putting some ham in between the slices with some spicy mustard?  Oooooh oooohh, how about a reverse cheeseburger?  Yeah, baby!  Now we're talkin'!    RockswifeNoMoDebbie M. in Atlanta
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	Message: 1/4 c flax meal2 T soy protein isolate1 T splenda1/2 t vanilla1 t waterCombine ingredients and enough water so that mixture resembles cookie dough.  If too much water was added, let stand for a few minutes and it will dry out a bit.  Roll out 1/3 of the dough on a pice of foil paper or cookie sheet.  I aimed for paper thin for crisper chips.  Using a pizza cutter or butter knife, carefully mark square shapes (or any shape preferred) without going through the foil.  Bake at 300F-150C for 10-15 minutes.  Keep a constant watch of the first batch as they tend to brown quickly.  Break the chips at the knife marks into small pices.  Repeat for rest of the dough.The # of servings depends on how thin and how large each chip is.  I get about 50 chips with trace carbs, calories 2 each.  You can make variations by adding a bit of butter for a richer taste or some connamon and extra splenda.This was from the australian site, no name included.mamabj250/189
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	Message: Help!!! What am I doing wrong? I put a 3-1/2" X 3-1/2" piece of Cheddar (about sandwich size)on parchment paper and microwaved it for 5 minutes, 1 minute at a time and it browned a little. I took it out and cooled it and it never got crispy. It was chewy...tasted good but very chewy. How do you get it crisp??
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	Message: Here's a new cheese snack.  This is from an Australian site.1 lb gouda cheese3 eggs beaten2 T chopped green onions2 T chopped green pepper1/4 t dried dill weekMix all in medium bowl;  pour into ungreased 8-inch square baking pan.Bake 350 until puffed and lightly browned, 25-30 minutes.Cool several minutes; cut into squares.Hope you enjoymamabj250/189
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	Message: 1 bag pork rinds (3 oz)3 T melted buttersalt and pepper to taste1 t Italian seasoning1/2 t onion powder1/2 t garlic powder4 T grated Parmesan cheeseBreak larger rinds in half and place in large Ziploc bag.Combine butter, spices and cheese.Pour batter mix over rinds, seal bag, and shake until the rinds are well coated.  Pour rinds onto a baking sheet.Bake 300F for about 10 minutes or until dry and crunchy.  Serve plain or with a dish of marinara sauce for dipping.mamabj250/189
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	Message: this is something that my grandma used to make me all the time when i was little.  you peel a cucumber, slice into rounds and lay into a casserole dish.  pour over any kind of vinegar you like and season w/salt and pepper and a touch of sweetener if you like.  it's totally simple, and totally delicious! :)    manda :)Edited by - manda318 on 11/13/2004 5:02:22 PM
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	Message: I discovered a great way to have super nachos.  I made some cheese crackers with slices of provolone cheese.  Broke up into pieces.  Topped with cooked chicken (or use beef if you prefer).  I sprinkled with some shredded jalepeno cheese & Mexican blend cheeses.  Zapped in microwave until shredded cheese melted.  Topped with jalepeno slices, legal salsa & sour cream.  The cheese crackers stayed pretty crunchy/chewy while the shredded cheese was all melted & gooey.  I made up some at work & even the non ss'ers were impressed.  This is definitely a keeper.  I am thinking I could use this provolone cheese cracker as a base for a personal size pizza.  Just think of the possibilities....
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	Message: Does anyone remember the recipe from the old boards for pepperoni Cups?  I have a party coming up and I would like to try this recipe.  Please post if you have.Also, please post any hints, tips on this recipe too.Many, many thanks!!!!
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	Message: Moderator Note: This recipe is ALMOST LEVEL ONE, CARBSI tried this last night and it was good, previously I was just dipping them in  chocolate , but was a little messy , like these much better!   1. I just melted some Russel Stover Chocolate chips (the Net Carb ones or/other SF chocolate) then  added  some Fat Free milk to smooth it out.   2. Then Take the Mini Shredded Wheat(or- Wheat & Bran) Squares and dip one side in the melted chocolate and layer  onto a  baking sheet lined with  wax paper and let cool.(I actually put mine in the fridge)* I just eyeballed the amount of Chocolate Chips. & the shredded wheat squares enough to finish all the chocolate      something crunchy and chocolate !      I will probably take these to the movies with me next time  . Also good with a glass of FF milk. :)Edited by - ForumModerator on 2/27/2005 12:11:48 PM
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	Message: Hi everyone,I have been craving something like pretzels, so I think I've found a legal way to have them.Ingredients:3 packets of yeast3 3/4 cups warm watera pinch of equal or somersweet6 tsp salt12 - 15 cups whole wheat flour (enough to make the dough unsticky- 12 cups worked for me)Mix all of the ingredients and knead for 10 minutes.  Place in a bowl, cover, and set in a warm place until it doubles. (about an hour)  Take a glob of dough, about the size of a deck of cards, and roll it between your hands to form an 18 inch rope that is pinky finger thickness.  They really puff as they cook, so make them thinner than you think you should.  Twist the rope into a pretzel shape.  Pinch the ends to the rest of the pretzel and also pinch where it crosses.  8 pretzels fit well on a cookie sheet, so have enough ready to fill your cookie sheets before you do the next step.In a large pot, boil 4 cups of water with 4 tsp baking soda.  I had to add another 4 cups of water and more baking soda because I didn't have the pretzels ready.  It still worked.Place 3 pretzels at a time in the water and boil for 1 minute or until they float.  Remove with a spatula, allow water to drain off, and place on a cookie sheet.  Sprinkle with coarse salt.  Bake at 475 for 12 minutes.  Remove to a wire rack immediately to cool.  These can be frozen.  To reheat- 200 degrees for a few minutes if room temperaure, 350 degrees for 5 minutes if frozen.  This makes about 30 pretzels.  I would imagine you could take 1/3 of each ingredient to make less pretzels.  I hope you like them!    toto2 :o)
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	Message: HI....I am looking for any reviews on Suzanne's book with all the appetizer recipes.  Anyone?    ~PeggyStarted Ssing 09/01158/135/130"I can do everything through Him who gives me strength"  Philippians 4:13
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	Message: What happened to the recipe for the Faux Cinnamon & Sugar Crunchy Munchies - can someone send it please?  Thank you!    Helen
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	Message: I will be traveling to Dallas for work.  I will be staying in a hotel and I won't have a fridge.  I need snack ideas besides fruit and pork rinds that don't need to be refrigerated.    Vici
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	Message: Hi!  I came up with this recipe, while trying to make a carb corn bread.  The corn bread was awful, but at least it tasted like corn.  Several days after, I started thinking about corn chips.  After many batches, this is the end result.  If anyone has other suggestions for spices, please feel free to post them.  Hope everyone enjoys these.  MaryCORN CHIPS (mjlibbey)(carb-level one)3 cups amaranth flour3 cups buckwheat flour3 cups quinoa flour2 teaspoons salt2 teaspoons garlic powder1 teaspoon cumin1 teaspoon chili powder1 teaspoon baking powder3 cups of water or vegetable brothMix dry ingredients together, then add water or broth. Mix well until combined.  Wrap dough in plastic wrap and refrigerate.  When ready to make chips, preheat oven to 350*.  Roll out as much dough as you want, very thin, on a lightly floured surface.  Cut into triangles with a knife or pizza cutter.  Place on baking sheets that are covered with parchment paper.  Bake for 7 to 10 minutes.  Watch these closely.  They can burn easily.  Dip into salsa.NOTE: To add some zip, add hot sauce to the water or broth before mixing with dry ingredients.
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	Message: I've tried garlic powder and/or chili powder, sometimes cayenne, sometimes a teeny bit of salt...and then there's plain. So far I've yet to hit on a combo that really piques my tastebuds. What do you do to yours to make them yummy?cam
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	Message: What are some snack foods you all enjoy?    "Color your days bright!"
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	Message: I've been reading about jicama and jicama chips, and it sounds great! I could eat potato chips 24/7 and not give a thought to anything sugary or sweet.But I was curious, is jicama Level One and is it considered a veggie, carb, or pro-fat? Thanks.
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	Message: Has anyone else tried this cheese... it is so..... Yummy!  Great snack
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	Message: Corned Beef Cheese Spread1 8 oz pkg cream cheese2 T cream1 T Worcestershire sauce1/2 t garlic powder1/4 t hot sauce1 12 oz can corned beef1 T dried parsleyBlend softened cream cheese with cream until mix is smooth.  Flake unchilled corned beef with fork & blend into cheese mixture. Mix in rest of ingredients.Good with veggies or cheese crackers.  I like to spread on lettuce leaf & roll up.Edited by - beebee1 on 10/11/2005 12:08:09 PM
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	Message: Veggie ChipsLevel 12 - 3 lbs assorted root vegetables, such as radishes, turnips, parsnips, rutabagas - peeled and sliced as thinly as possibleSaltCooking spraySprinkle the vegetables lightly but evenly with salt and allow tostand at room temperature for 30 minutes. Rinse in cold water and drycompletely with paper towels. Spray a baking sheet lightly with thecooking spray and arrange the sliced vegetables in a single layer onthe sheet. Spray the vegetables lightly with cooking spray and bakein a preheated 275° oven for 40 to 60 minutes. Check thevegetables frequently and remove them as they are dry. They willbecome more crisp as they cool. Season with salt and store in anairtight container for up to two weeks. Makes about 4 to 6 cups
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	Message: Hi everyone, I recently got a job at a doctor's office and we have a small frig.  I'm struggling to come up with Somersized snacks for my day.  Any suggestions?    
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	Message: 2 cups shredded mini wheats ( plain )1/2 to 3/4 Cup sf syrup 1/4 to 1/2 tsp. vanilla extractsprinkle salt ( optional )Preheat oven to 350. Heat the sf syrup in a microwave safe bowl for 20 seconds.  Add the vanilla and salt (if desired). Add the mini wheats and toss over and over to coat.  Pour onto a non stick liner sheet on a cookie sheet and bake 10 minutes. Use a metal spatula to turn over.  Turn off the oven, but leave the cereal in for another 20-25 minutes.  Remove to a plastic baggie or a lidded container ....or "scarf 'em down  right  away out of your favorite snack bowl!** I haven't tried it yet, but a touch of butter flavoring may be good! Experiment with a tablespoon of the heated syrup that has the vanilla added and add a drop or 2 of the butter flavoring ...dip in a mini wheat and taste to see if it is something you might like on the whole batch.  If you DO like it...just add about 1/8-1/4 tsp of the butter flavoring to the rest of the vanilla spiked syrup, toss with the cereal and bake as described above.I tried adding cinnamon....ECK! (do't waste your time)! You may or may not like a little citrus flavor with this for variety...so to try it...grate a little fresh orange peel and sample as described to see if it is worthy of your snack bowl. Again...if you do like it...add about 1 tsp of the grated zest ( orange part only please / white makes bitter!)...then toss and bake as described. Munch out SSers! PS.  I am guessing there are other cereals you could combine in equal parts and still be legal....maybe a bran square or something...but another type of legal cereal would add to the interest/variety.    SSers Are Happier PPL!Edited by - singinSomersong on 4/29/2004 6:03:16 PM
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	Message: I've seen a lot of posts where people are having a hard time making the cheese chips. I personally always use shreaded or thinly sliced provolone or Monetery Jack (my favorite). I either heat them up on my nonstick skillet in 3 inch diameter circles or  my electric griddle works best. You can get your spatula in to flip easier. When using shredded cheese be sure to place in a thin layer. I think the problem most people are having might be turning them too soon. You have to wait till they are brown and theres barely any white left on top, then flip. enough with the chips. for dip. i mix sour cream with taco seasoning and hot sauce. SOOOO GOOD!! everyone should try this. because the cheese chips can be dry and salty. but the sour cream dip is the perfect balance. Try it and let me know how you like it!! =) Have a great day everyone! =)    Do today what others dont, and tomorrow have what others wont.
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	Message: Hi I will be going into 7th grade in August and have just started Somersizing.  I was wondering if their was anything i could pack in my lunch besides a salad that would not take that long to prepare!
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	Message: Place slice of american cheese on parchment paper and microwave for 1 min-out will pop a great cheese-it, perfect over salads for a crunch, crumbled over soups, topped with tuna or egg salad, or using as a dipper for your favorite dip.
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	Message: I found a recipe for these today using shredded wheat but I forgot to copy it and of course now I can't find it.  Anyone out there have this?
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	Message: fresh mozzarella cheese BallClassico Tomato and Basil SauceJust slice the mozzarella cheese into nicethick slices and heat the sauce and pourover top of cheese slices,This is a fast treat, and really helps curbthat craving for something Italian and Ilike it because I love deep fried mozzarellasticks which are funky with breading, so Ireally enjoy this.    Patricia Hoffer
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	Message: I just recently got Suzanne's deep fryer. Tried to make the mozzerella sticks, but do not know what she dips them in to get the parmesian breading to stick? How do you make these things! Help, I have oil everywhere???
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	Message: Crispy Cheese chips/crackersPlace small slices of mozarella cheese on parchment paper, or an oiled plate, or on the shiny side of freezer paper.Microwave on high until crispy.  Takes less than 3 min.  Keep an eye on it, remove from microwave when it starts to turn brown.Sprinkle with garlic salt and paprika.Note: Experiment with your favorite cheeses. ***twiggy88Edited by - twiggy88 on 10/27/2003 10:09:50 AMEdited by - twiggy88 on 11/29/2006 3:50:28 PM
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	Message: Hi, does anyone have a recipe for Cheese Crackers?    Sincerely Amanda
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	Message: I printed a recipe off of this website some time ago for "Buckeye Candy", but have since lost it.  If anyone out there could reprint this recipe for me, it would be greatly appreciated.  My mother has just been diagnosed diabetic and I myself follow a low carb diet and we need great snack ideas.  Thank you in advance for your help.
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	Message: I love the cheese chips so much I've been experimenting with different cheeses and seasonings, not sure if anyone has tried and posted this already but I'd like to share...Pizza Cracker..I use the dixie paper plates cause they have a wax coating and a little spritz of Pam..I spread out a teaspoon of salsa on the plate, 3 slices of mozzerella cheese, generous sprinkling of parmesian cheese, dash of salt and pepper, microwaved for 90 seconds (till desired crispiness). and yummmmmmm I loved the little speckles of tomato's mixed in it! I also tried this with pre-made mozzerella and tomato's soaked in fresh basil and oil and that tasted awesome too, the fresh basil gives it a great look and taste to it too!  I'm wondering how it would taste with some finely chopped dash of onions included in this.    Ritaxoxox145/138/120
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	Message: i found the recipie on this discussion board somewhere, but unfortunately, i do not remember where...i tried making it. it uses 3 tablespoons olive oil to 1 head cauliflower i think. but when i made it, it seemed like either it wasnt cooked enuf or it burned. any suggestions?how cooked should it be? still soft and crunchy brown on the top? or is it supposed to be crunchy totally?thanks for any input.
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	Message: Hi,Last night on HSN they were eating provolone chips and taco shells.  The receipe came from the receipe contest cookbook.  I did order it, but I wanted to make them today.  Can someone please share the receipe with me?Thanks...Jane
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	Message: Hi all!!  Does anyone have an awesome protein bar recipe they would like to share?  I prefer to make my own -- can't stand the taste of storebought!    
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	Message: How hard would it be to make veggie chips??Would you deep fry them or bake them afterslicing very thin.????????I was at this restaraunt over the weekendand they served you vegetable chips insteadof potato chips and they were fantastic.But I couldn't tell you what veggies theywere....    Patricia HofferEdited by - phoffer on 2/7/2005 3:48:40 PM
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	Message: Krispy Kale Chips   *** UPDATED ***Preheat oven to 350F.Line baking sheet with foil.Wash, shake dry a big bunch of kale.Remove and throw out stems.Tear leaves into small pieces.TAKE ONE ENVELOPE OF SS SANTA FE CHIPOTLE DRESSING AND MIX WITH 1 CUP OIL AND 1/2 CUP VINEGAR (not the package directions).DIP KALE IN THE CHIPOTLE VINAIGRETTE TO COVER WELL (I put them in a bowl with some of the vinaigrette and rolled it around.)Put one layer on the baking sheet, bake 20 minutes (until very crispy, this gets rid of the kale taste).Remove from oven and sprinkle with salt.Let cool.Let me know if you like these.For a picture of kale  see  kail at  http://www.foodsubs.com/Greenckg.html#broccoli%20raab ***twiggy88lowfatEdited by - twiggy88 on 2/2/2006 11:38:27 AMEdited by - twiggy88 on 11/29/2006 3:53:32 PM
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	Message: Can anyone tell me if apple chips are legal? My husband gave me a bag for X-Mas, and I have been eyeballing them ever since, wondering if I'm allowed to eat them. It sure would be a waste if I couldn't....they're from my favorite organic store here in Germany and very expensive.These chips are all natural, a mixture of sour and sweet apples, absolutely nothing added! They've just been dried until they're as crunchy as potato chips. They are absolutely delicious and just as addictive as potato chips....you can't eat just one!What do you guys think? Can I eat them?
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	Message: Saw this in Prvention and It is almost level one.1/2 cup part-skim ricotta cheese1/2 tsp unsweetened cocoa 1/4 tsp vanilla eatract1 pk sugar substitutedash expresso powderMix together ricotta,cocoa,vanilla and sugar substitute. Serve chilled .top with expresso powder. For creamer texture, mix in blender
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	Message: Ok, this is not really a recipe, but thought you might enjoy it. On a trip through Costco, they actually had a sample that I COULD HAVE! Cheese with sun-dried tomatoes on it! The sun-dried tomatoes are the kind packed in oil that they sell at Costco. I couldn't believe how good it was - I immediately dashed to the sun-dried tomatoe aisle and bought a jar. Yum!
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	Message: Has anyone tried dried chick peas as a snack? My family eats a lot of mixed nuts, and when we buy a bag of mixed roasted nuts, I notice that there are chickpeas. The chickpeas are roasted/toasted and they are crunchy. I didn't even know that they were chickpeas! But when I checked the ingredients, it listed chickpeas. I was just wondering if anyone else enjoys these as a carbos snack?    Go with your head, heart, guts, and no one else's!best_spice@hotmail.com
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	Message: Just saw this recipe online at Epicurious.com and thought I'd share it. Sounds like our pepperoni chips, only with salami and made in the oven.Salami Crisps24 paper-thin slices (4-inch rounds) Genoa salami (1/4 lb)parchment paperPut oven racks in upper and lower thirds of oven and preheat oven to 325°F.Arrange salami slices in 1 layer on 2 large baking sheets lined with parchment paper. Bake, switching position of sheets halfway through baking, until edges are crisp and beginning to curl, 10 to 12 minutes. Transfer slices to a rack to cool. (They will crisp as they cool.) 
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	Message: Take one apple, core it, and slice it in pieces. Sprinkle some cinnamon on it.Microwave on high until it's baked. Usually under 3 minutes in my microwave***twiggy88lowfatEdited by - twiggy88 on 2/2/2006 11:36:03 AMEdited by - twiggy88 on 11/29/2006 3:49:50 PM
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